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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Buried in the massive $3.5 trillion "reconciliation" bill is an unconstitutional vaccine enforcement

mechanism that threatens to bankrupt businesses unless they force their employees to get a

COVID-19 injection. If the measure is enacted into law, even employers that respect their

employees' rights to health freedom and informed consent would be left with an impossible

decision — mandate COVID-19 jabs or essentially go out of business due to unbearable Ones.

The White House announced in September 2021 that companies with 100 or more employees

would have to ensure staff have gotten a COVID-19 injection or were tested regularly for COVID-

19. The Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is to be in

charge of enforcing the rule, which will affect more than 80 million U.S. workers.

In order to carry out this draconian measure, OSHA plans to use an Emergency Temporary

Standard (ETS) — a drastic measure used to accelerate new orders that has only been attempted

10 times in the agency's 50-year history. OSHA would also be able to enforce Ones of up to

$13,600 per violation of the rules — but the new measure tucked into the reconciliation bill raises

the Ones for noncompliance astronomically.

Before we get any further, it should be noted that the mandate doesn’t actually exist yet, in that it

hasn’t been sent to the O\ce of Information and Regulatory Affairs for approval, and it’s not yet a

legally enforceable mandate. Still, by announcing it as though it’s an inevitable rule, it may have

the same effect of triggering workers to get vaccinated — or allowing companies to enact

mandates under the veil of the government “mandate.”

$700,000 Fines for Businesses That Don't Force Injections

On page 168 of the 2,465-page bill  is wording that should send an authoritarian chill down the

back of anyone who believes in health freedom. It outlines Ones for employers that "willfully,"

"repeatedly" or seriously violate the labor law, including by not requiring COVID-19 jabs or regular

COVID-19 testing. As Forbes reported:

"The increased -nes on employers could run as high as $70,000 for serious infractions,

and $700,000 for willful or repeated violations — almost three-quarters of a million dollars

for each -ne. If enacted into law, vax enforcement could bankrupt non-compliant

companies even more quickly than the $14,000 OSHA -ne anticipated under Biden's

announced mandate."

In case you missed it, that $700,000 One is for each violation, meaning it would bankrupt all but

the very largest corporations if they don't fully comply with COVID-19 jab mandates or take on the

cost of weekly COVID-19 testing of their employees.

Currently, the Ones only apply to businesses with 100 or more employees, but there's nothing

stopping them from changing it to 50 employees — or one employee. Anything could happen at

this point. Some, such as Rep. Chip Roy of Texas, have called on businesses to "openly rebel"

against the OSHA rule. But as Forbes put it:

"It's one thing to defy a $14,000 -ne. It's quite another to risk incurring hundreds of

thousands of dollars in -nes. One or two disgruntled employees, for example, could bring

an employer $70,000-$140,000 in OSHA -nes. If considered 'willful,' as per Rep. Roy's

tweet — just three 'violations' could quickly become a $2.1 million OSHA -ne."

The Mandate Doesn’t Actually Exist

As mentioned, the mandate that President Biden announced is currently a “mirage.”  Speaking

with The Federalist, a spokeswoman for the Indiana Occupational Safety and Health

Administration explained, “There is nothing there yet that gives employers any mandate. The

president made an announcement on this asking OSHA to do it, but we’ve not yet seen anything

come from it yet.”

An ETS may take six months to go into effect even after the mandate is put in the Federal Register

— which hasn’t happened yet. OSHA’s COVID-19 Healthcare ETS also makes no mention of

vaccine mandates at this time.  ETS rules are also often overturned in court. In the last Ove

decades, courts have challenged six of the 10 ETS standards that have been suggested, with Ove

of the six getting overturned.

However, using the ETS for the “mandate,” the Federalist pointed out, “allows the Biden

administration to push its demands faster and without any public input or requirement of

responding to public input, which is normally required of even legally laughable federal rule

making like this one would be.”

This may be why more lawsuits haven’t been Oled to challenge the mandate — there’s nothing to

challenge just yet. It’s also worth mentioning that less than 2% of U.S. businesses will be affected

by the mandate, as more than 98% of U.S. businesses have fewer than 100 employees, exempting

them from the mandate. Still, those 2% account for about two-thirds of U.S. employees, so they’re

a sizeable minority.

Many of these large corporations have already put injection mandates into place or were planning

to. The “mandate” announcement allows these mega-corporations to mandate the jabs without

having to be the bad guy.

Congressmen Try to Block 'Tyrannical Vaccine Mandate'

Roy and Sen. Mike Lee, R-Utah, introduced a bill — the No Taxation Without Congressional

Consent Act — September 30, 2021, that would prohibit the federal government from imposing a

One, fee or tax on individuals or businesses for violating a COVID-19 vaccine mandate issued by

OSHA or other agencies. If it passes, it would prevent the outrageous Ones threatening to

bankrupt small businesses under the reconciliation bill. Roy said:

"Your decision about whether or not to get a COVID vaccine should be yours and yours

alone … [the] proposed mandate is unconstitutional, and Wat-out tyrannical. No freedom-

loving American should comply. This country needs, and her people deserve, healthcare

freedom.

That means taking control over our care back from politicians and bureaucrats. I am

proud to introduce this legislation with my good friend Senator Mike Lee to gut the federal

government's ability to enforce this unconstitutional mandate."

Further, being unvaxxed is not a crime. Allowing for these exorbitant Ones only further attempts to

segregate society into one of vaxxed versus unvaxxed. But, as Lee added:

"Unvaccinated Americans aren't the enemy. We should not be forcing employers to -re

some of their valuable, and now hard to -nd, workers. We shouldn't be threatening

business owners with closure who do not wish to police their workforce's decisions. Many

simply cannot incur the cost of this enforcement in this economy."

Jab Mandates Are Spreading

Vaccine mandates are targeting every angle, from places of employment to restaurants, gyms and

sports arenas. Los Angeles recently approved one of the strictest mandates in the U.S. and will

require a vaccine passport to enter indoor public spaces like shopping malls, museums,

restaurants, spas and other locations.

California also became the Orst U.S. state to require students in kindergarten through grade 12 to

receive COVID-19 shots following full FDA approval.  Council president Nury Martinez called the

move "a necessary step towards returning to normalcy," but there's nothing "normal" about

presenting proof of an injection to go about your daily life.

This, however, is what the "new normal" is all about — increasing surveillance and authoritarian

control while removing personal liberties, and vaccine passports have always been part of the

plan.

The World Economic Forum's (WEF) 2030 agenda is part and parcel of what is now advertised as

The Great Reset,  a plan that originated in something called the Global Redesign Initiative, drafted

by the WEF in the wake of the 2008 economic crisis. The Transnational Institute's website

describes the initiative as "multi-stakeholderism," a "corporate push for a new form of global

governance."

Vaccine Passports as Part of the 'New Normal'

WEF and the Commons Project created the Common Trust Network, which developed the

CommonPass app that's acting as a health passport. The app allows users to upload medical data

such as a COVID-19 test result or proof of injection, which then generates a QR code that you

show to authorities as your health passport.

Eventually, the CommonPass framework will be integrated with already existing personal health

apps such as Apple Health and CommonHealth. If you want to travel, your personal health record

will be evaluated and compared to a country's entry requirements, and if you don't meet them,

you'll be directed to an approved testing and vaccination location. WEF is pushing for the World

Health Organization's collaboration, stating:

"Rather than building a set of rules that would be left to the interpretation of member

states or private-sector operators like cruises, airlines or conveners of gatherings, we

support the WHO's effort to create a standard for member states for requesting

vaccinations and how it would permit the various kinds of use cases.

It is important that we rely on the normative body (the WHO) to create the vaccine

credential requirements. The Forum is involved in the WHO taskforce to reWect on those

standards and think about how they would be used."

This, too, is disturbing, since WHO's history clearly illustrates its allegiance to Big Pharma and

other industries. A review in the Journal of Integrative Medicine & Therapy went so far as to say

the corruption of WHO is the "biggest threat to the world's public health of our time," particularly as

it relates to WHO's drug recommendations — including its "list of essential medicines" — which it

believes is biased and not reliable.

Given the strong and ongoing evidence that WHO is heavily conmicted and controlled by industry,

its usefulness as a guardian of public health — and an arbiter of vaccine passports — needs to be

seriously reevaluated.

Obey or You'll Get Fined

Threats of punishment like Ones have become increasingly common and accepted during the

pandemic. Both Roy and Rep. Marjorie Taylor Green, R-Ga., were Oned for not wearing face masks

on the House moor, for instance. The initial One for such an offense is $500, but since this was

Greene's second "offense," she was Oned $2,500.

In the U.K., meanwhile, there's the NHS COVID app, which notiOes you if you've been in close

contact (deOned as within 6 feet for 15 minutes or more) with someone who tested positive for

COVID-19. If you don't self-isolate after being notiOed, you can be Oned £1,000 ($1,390) or more.

Other penalties are also being rolled out for those who choose not to get the injection. On August

25, 2021, Delta Air Lines announced that unvaccinated employees who are on the company health

plan will have a $200 monthly surcharge added, beginning November 1, 2021.

It's yet another example of the injection-only mindset that has proliferated since the start of the

pandemic. Meanwhile, in the U.S. and much of the world, COVID-19 is still being regarded as a

disease that should only be treated once a person is hospitalized. At that point, the person is

already seriously ill and has missed the opportunity for inexpensive, early treatment options that

have shown signiOcant success in reducing rates of hospitalization and death.

The penalties and punishments also reek of coercion. One of the principles of the Nuremberg

Code is that humans must give voluntary consent when participating in medical experiments, and

that consent must be given, among other things, "without the intervention of any element of force,

fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion."

Given the emergency use authorization, not approval, the mass jab administration constituted a

research trial. While the POzer-BioNTech COVID-19 jab received FDA approval August 23, 2021,

the injection's approval represents the fastest approval in history,  granted less than four months

after POzer Oled for licensing May 7, 2021.  So, for all intents and purposes, it's still in the

research phase.

It's quite possible that the decision to penalize people for choosing to avoid a COVID-19 injection

could be seen as a form of coercion.

What About Natural Immunity?

The other glaring issue is there's no mention of natural immunity. It's the elephant in the room that

the mainstream COVID-19 narrative refuses to acknowledge. A sizable number of Americans

already have natural immunity from a prior COVID-19 infection.

How can you threaten a person with Ones or loss of employment to get an injection for a disease

to which they're already immune? This is likely to prompt more than a few lawsuits, especially

since it's been shown that natural immunity may protect you signiOcantly better than an injection.

Data presented July 17, 2021, to the Israeli Health Ministry revealed that, of the more than 7,700

COVID-19 cases reported since May 2021, only 72 occurred in people who had previously had

COVID-19 — a rate of less than 1%. In contrast, more than 3,000 cases — or approximately 40% —

occurred in people who had received a COVID-19 vaccine.

It's important to keep your eyes open at this point in history and resist the insidious removal of

freedoms from society that's currently occurring. In their place are empty promises to give you

your freedom back if you submit to an injection, a mask, a lockdown.

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, for example, recently stated that vaccine passports are

"all about" letting you know that "if you've done the right things, you get to be safe" wherever you

go.  And those who refuse to do "the right thing," well, they simply aren't entitled to those same

"freedoms."

The disease countermeasures we currently see for COVID-19 won't end with COVID-19, and Ones

for business owners who choose not to force their employees to make a certain medical decision

are only the beginning. We must not continue down this rabbit hole. Now is the time to speak out

in peaceful protest in order to compel positive changes in support of health and overall freedom.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,422 ratings

ORDER NOW
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SARS-CoV-2 is a Global event.  Liability protection for “Jab” manufacturers.  Lab-created, gain-of-function patents go back to the early
2000s, & funding by NIH (Dr. David Martin).  PCR test – to cycle or not to cycle? (where are you, Dr. Kary Mullis?). No prevention or early
treatment protocols, just patient abandonment – 1000’s die (no 2015 Noble Prize-winning Ivermectin for you!).
 Experimental-gene-manipulation-leaky-subunit “Jabs” that require booster(s), no successful animal trials, and “Jabs” provide less than 1%
Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR).  

The “Jab” delivers 13.1 billion of mRNA instructions (Dr. Fleming) resulting in billions (x500) “Spike” proteins – where do they go?  Do
“Spike” cross blood/brain barrier?  2021.10.08 - VAERS – 16,766 deaths, where are the autopsies?  You must “mask” up (re-breathing your
exhaust all day is good for you).  No Natural Immunity, instead, coerced “Jab” mandates or you can’t work and feed your family. Mass
censorship by corporate media.  WHAT IS GOING ON?  (don’t ask “The Powers That Be” – if you do, you’re a nut case).  Just remember the
“dose is the poison.”  Are you a “Critical Thinker” or a “Conformist?”  “Propaganda works best when those who are being manipulated are
conOdent they are acting on their own free will.”  Joseph Goebbels     If that doesn’t work use MANDATES – Current Biden Administration
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Yes, BFR, A very illustrative Kary Mullis interview of how this scientist declares the abandonment of true medicine for deception and
manipulation, “Scientists are doing an awful lot of damage to the world in the name of helping it. I don't mind attacking my own
fraternity because I am ashamed of it. " –Kary Mullis, Inventor of Polymerase Chain Reaction. In the US, we have all but abandoned
classical diagnostic medicine in favor of biotech, or lab result medicine. This has been going on for a long time and is a dangerous
turning.

The “Corona test” is named with characteristic tech-tedium: “CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel.” That means it is
a needle in a DNA haystack test. A PCR test. The people who have taken all your freedoms away in recent weeks, they’re social
engineers, politicians, globalist thought leaders, bankers, WHO fanatics, and the like. Their army is composed of “mainstream
media,” which is now literally a round-the-clock perfect propaganda machine for the Gates-led Pandemic Reich.
uncoverdc.com/2020/04/07/was-the-covid-19-test-meant-to-detect-a-virus..
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https://plandemicseries.com/
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Liability for jab manufacturers: "If someone you know and loves dies, do not sue us. Don't say one word, we don't want to hear about
it. We will not compensate". As if anybody can put a dollar value on a life and on the pain and suffering of the person who is now
dead! As if this is not torture enough, it is an unconstitutional gag order, "do not sue, don't speak, don't cry on our shoulder". It is  a
way to cover up murder and medical maiming, it is a way to tweak and manipulate the death and medical HARM statistics.
Congressmen and women who made this law, are guilty of violating the FIRST amendment, where free speech is core to democracy,
and are aiding and abeting medical maiming and murder. www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e  

Throw them out of public o\ce! It is time to hold our lawmakers, better known as lawbreakers, accountable! The 14th amendment
prohibits random lawmaking for convenience of any kind, binding lawmakers to constitutional boundaries. We can't just let them get
away with this. If we do, we too are complicit. I believe that lawmakers/lawBREAKERS in public o\ce, do so because We, the People
remain silent. They become emboldened. Hence the over reaches of law and newfound dictatorship. Time for a change?

Oh, I forgot to mention. (not!) That the Government of the Highest Bidder, For the HIghest Bidder and By the Highest Bidder, never
was penned into law by our founding fathers. Further, the government of/by/for...the corporations, BigPharma, is unconstitutional
right on its face. And lest Congress forget, We the People pay hugely in taxes, and collectively ARE high bidders! But don't even the
poor have equal protection under the law? That's only part of the 14th amendment. LawBREAKERS are Legally and Constitutionally
responsible to look out for the PEOPLE NOT THE HIGHEST BIDDER!
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From: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8057721  The POzer“Jabs” provide less than 1% Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR). Vaccine
e\cacy is generally reported as a relative risk reduction (RRR). It uses the relative risk (RR)—ie, the ratio of attack rates with and
without a vaccine. RRR should be seen against the background risk of being infected and becoming ill with COVID-19, which varies
between populations and over time. Although the RRR considers only participants who could beneOt from the vaccine, the absolute
risk reduction (ARR), which is the difference between attack rates with and without a vaccine, considers the whole population. ARRs
tend to be ignored because they give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs: 1·3% for the AstraZeneca–Oxford, 1·2% for the
Moderna–NIH, 1·2% for the J&J, 0·.93% for the Gamaleya, and an ARR of 0·.84% for the POzer–BioNTech vaccines, as shown by their
own trials

With the use of only RRRs, and omitting ARRs, reporting bias is introduced, which affects the interpretation of vaccine e\cacy.
 Having a full picture of what the data actually show is important, and ensuring comparisons are based on the combined evidence
that puts vaccine trial results in context and not just looking at one summary measure, is important. As of 2021.10.08 - CDC's VAERS
reports – 16,766 deaths are directly attributable to the vaccines.  If the vaccine kills a healthy person, it cannot be considered safe or
effective.
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Hi BFR. Thanks for bringing up Dr. Kary Mullis's name. It is SO unfortunate for us, and fortunate for the other side, that he died before
this narrative got started. He would have been an AWESOME ally! Having said that, I would like to see all strong hitters in the
internet/legal/consumer world who are against this narrative to make November 2021 Kary Mullis month and really focus every day
on his message. That the PCR test is NOT meant to diagnose an infectious disease. As such all results from the PCR test are faulty
numbers and all reaction to the numbers are misguided! I would love to see a documentary made on him and it go viral. Maybe, just
maybe some people may begin to see what is really going on.

I Ormly believe that we are WAY behind the 8 ball on this and it may just be a little too late. The time to strike was last year in
June/July BEFORE the shots came out. Now it is so di\cult to break through peoples fears. Remember in Star Wars, the Death Star
was destroyed NOT by attacking the hard outer shell but by attacking the weak link. Vaccine and its mandates are the hard outer
shell. The false PCR test and the inappropriate classiOcation of deaths IS the weak link. "THEY" know that and that is why this fact is
well protected. It NEEDS to be exposed. Thanks for reading.
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What do you know about Dr. David Martin? I thought he was on our side Oghting with us.
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Businesses: $700,000 Fine for Not Complying With Vax Mandate
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Buried in the massive $3.5 trillion “reconciliation” bill are unconstitutional Ones for

employers who don’t mandate COVID-19 jabs or regular COVID-19 testing of their

employees

)

Fines on employers could run as high as $70,000 for serious infractions and $700,000

for each “willful” or repeated violation

)

The unconstitutional Ones as a mechanism for vaccine enforcement would bankrupt

all but the largest businesses

)

Calling the vaccine mandate for businesses “tyrannical,” the No Taxation Without Congressional Consent Act, introduced September 30, 2021,

would prohibit the federal government from imposing a One, fee or tax on individuals or businesses for violating a COVID-19 vaccine mandate

)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many laws have been broken. Who's going to "Ox" them? I warned people for years, that this day was coming. First and foremost;
those idiotic, useless, yet toxic masks have to go! The masks are making people sicker and sicker (especially, the Lemmings who
wear them everywhere)! People had better start standing up for their God-given rights - soon; or they will lose whatever rights or
freedoms they have left.

Charlene; Dr. David Martin is deOnitly on our side.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With no o\cial or legal mandates in place, why are some corporations/cities/counties/states forcing employees to take the jab or be
Ored?  What do they have to gain?  Are they being promised some kind of tax/Onancial windfall because these entities do not do
anything unless there is something in it for them.  They incur more risk requiring a drug be injected into their employees, than an
employee attempting to prove they got the virus from their work place.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just want to slip in off-topic good news.  The unvaccinated are looking smarter every week by Thomas D. Siler M.D.
 www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/10/the_unvaccinated_are_looking_..  edit. As far as the Biden regime I just say loudly,
LET'S GO BRANDON.
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Pat Bell Smith
Joined On 2/21/2008 6:03:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m sure that Kary Mullis’s death was more than a coincidence— being he conveniently died a few months before the plandemic.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"WHAT IS GOING ON"? The obliteration of small business... Amazon and WalMart are selling record amounts (Amazon is making 50
cents for every dollar spent in the USA daily - because they sell world wide) I just got a robo call and he admitted he is in Mumbai
India, we spoke for a while, he had a small business, making candles, but now he has to work in a call center.  This is the intended
goal, make everyone on earth very poor and willing to work and sell their souls to the big guy.  He refuses to get the vax as he also
feels it will kill people in time, weakened immune system...  We agreed on everything.... so know, we the educated (oh, that's why
they want to kill education) are all in lock step.  We just need to educate the Democrats. Most important - don't get vaxxed.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ZhaZha, CHEERS!!! RIGHT ON!!!!!!  GO GO GO!!!!!  As for the weak link, as before if people (of the mainstream, not people here, some
of whom are not inclined to read/think too much) then intellectual facts alone will not work. What is needed among those cross
sectors, is to appeal to their gut by images that evoke an emotional response. They need the emotions, not the logic, to turn them
around. Show images of medically maimed people from the vaccine, show bitchute Olms. This will help to wake up the sleeping
masses. An idea whose time has come?

FYI I am not saying it's either/or. I think it's both/and. Get the practical information out there, but know that denial does not
necessarily break with facts. It usually breaks from emotions. THen the facts come as backup. Yet, they will help. And many who are
asleep but ready to wake up, also will respond to the pure facts. The Kary Mulliis Day is an  absolutely great idea. I am behind you all
the way with two thumbs up! GO ZHA ZHA!!! THANK YOU!!!!
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Pat Bell Smith for bringing up Kary Mullis, and the convenient timing behind his death. I have thought that all along. Yet, very
few people raise this issue.   www.bitchute.com/.../OOpWClE6s9A9
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Mirandola, Thanks for your great enthusiasm :) I would like to see Kary Mullis promoted so that we can speak for him since he
can't anymore. And I also like your idea about showing emotional images. That is how advertising works. So we might as well use
their strategy for our own good.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ZHA.ZHA Kary Mullis is speaking loud and clear from the grave on a daily basis and in courts of law around the world.  Reiner
Fullmich and his Corona Virus Committee operating out of Berlin have known from the start that the so called pandemic based on a
PCR test was/is a fraud.  The fact that WHO etc used the PCR test to show over the top Covid viruses which did not exist by setting
the test cycles high enough to create almost 100% false positive covid results.  They then said we have a world wide pandemic and
made an international emergency situation in order to authorize an untested "vaccine". The fraudulent use of the Drosten PCR test to
start the pandemic is the foundation of Reiner Fullmich's many law suits.  Please please watch this hr long interview with Reiner to
get up-to-date with the contribution, even after his death, that Mullis unknowingly
contributed/exposed. www.globalresearch.ca/video-the-pandemic-is-a-global-coup-detat-reiner..
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Otis for the link. I have been following Reiner Fuelmich but not in great detail. I have listened to some of his podcasts. Do you
know if any lawsuit have o\cially been launched by his group? If so, can you include the links to it. Thanks!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ZhaZha, please see on Almond's thread, I posted three new lawsuits happening by major sources, not by Reiner Fuellmich but by
others. LifeSiteNews is doing great reporting work! I thank them. I also recall numerous governors and Attorneys GEneral all Ollng
suit simultaneously, in recent time. There is a lot going on litigation-wise about the mandates. See also below: Forbes: Republicans
USA wide Lambast Biden for his Unconstitutional Mandates “He has no power to do that” at the end, Minnesota State Senator Scott
Jensen, MD and clergy, delivers a powerful and very moving speech  www.youtube.com/watch

Arizona Attorney General blasts Biden vaccine mandates, Oles lawsuit, excellent legal talking points www.youtube.com/watch  ~ 19
governors planning to Oght Biden’s vaccine mandates www.youtube.com/watch  ~ Great panel discussion re socio political climate,
Fox news www.youtube.com/watch  ~ GOP lawmaker launches lawsuit re vaccine passports www.youtube.com/watch  ~ Texas
Attorney General Candidate: President can’t just issue authoritarian vaccine  mandates, by law www.youtube.com/watch
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ZHA.ZHA First let me clarify about the PCR test.  A German "virologist" Christian Drosten put together a PCR test for the WHO that
produced the false positive cases of the corona virus that was the bases of WHO declaring a public health emergency of
international concern. Kary Mullis came up with the Orst PCR test for lab diagnoses and it was never meant to diagnose viral
diseases.  

But Christian Drosten, the Fauci counter part in Germany, used his PCR tests to provide WHO the information they wanted.  As far as
legal issues being produced by Reiner Fullmich and his Corona Committee I will direct you to his interview I have linked above and go
to 55:35 to get his latest on that.  In the meantime here is a link to the secret Ole on Christian Drosten as written by David Icke.
 davidicke.com/2021/01/25/secret-Ole-on-christian-drosten-the-german-v..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Breaking, four hours ago, censored news! Protests against Medical Tyranny are Taking Place Around the World
www.bitchute.com/.../x8uysUq6ujrn
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efax_take
Joined On 7/5/2018 4:17:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey bfr, well put. This whole state of affairs brings to mind a famous phrase of our well known writer Mark Twain. He said.... "It's
much  easier to fool people than to convince them they have been fooled".
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202 and all...

It is getting harder to earn an honest living.  I have long advised parents to counsel their children about life planning and work
options for the unvaxed.

It should be something an individual can do independently or as a family business.  

It should be a product not requiring many suppliers.

It should be self-contained at your residence or on your land.

It may be a skill or resource.

Business should be conducted outdoors where masks are not required--or online.

Find a stable niche market.

Offer a product or skill that is in demand during good times and bad.

Consider doing several things in case one source of income dries up unexpectedly.  

Many old-time skills are now much in demand.  

Consider what is marketable in your region--what you can produce that others cannot. Or where demand is so high that your
competitors cannot meet demand.

What can you sell direct?  Esp. without leaving home.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 7:56:14 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The solution is not to involve the govt, but to remove the cause.  Biden and a lot of others in WA DC need to go. Also, many governors and
mayors.   The best and brightest are quitting their jobs because they understand no job is worth your life or health.  That only leaves less
qualiOed and experienced employees... many of whom die or experience serious adverse effects.  Many of our necessary social
institutions--medical/hospitals, academia, law enforcement, etc.--are now understaffed or soon will be.  Also, services like trucking and
transportation.  The other shoe will drop if farmers and other producers refuse to contribute to society.  

We are rapidly approaching a state of idiocracy.  You need to learn to be as self-reliant as possible.  Your family and neighbors will become
your insurance and social safety net. Meanwhile, those who have been vaxed are getting sicker and sicker.  Who will care for them and their
families, esp. when they are unable to work? A word to the wise... food is not produced in a supermarket.  It takes more than just dollars to
get food on grocery shelves.  Even under optimal conditions. it may still take years to the problems that have developed in supply chains.
 Raw materials, imports, skilled labor, factory maintenance, packaging, timely transportation to markets, inventory control, etc.  

Supply chain bottlenecks also produce some awesome grocery bargains if you know how and where to shop in your part of the country.
 There is plenty of food available--just that it may not be found in supermarkets.  Gardens, farms, Oelds, forests, rivers, oceans.  Go looking
where the food is.  Learn the skills to procure it, recognize it and know how to preserve and prepare it.  Educate yourself. Make a special
effort to share your surplus with those who became unemployed due to refusing the jab.  Ask about their other needs, too.  Esp. help those
who have been prepping and proactively helping themselves.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Attitude to show strength: Because smiling can be a sublimated way to show your teeth...
www.independentespanol.com/noticias/mundo/china-misil-hipersonico-plan..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, we need the demonstrations against  the dictatorship and tyranny imposed in this false pandemic. Hundreds of
thousands of people took to the streets in the UK, Australia, France, Canada, Italy, Greece and Germany to publicly challenge
oppressive public health laws and measures in recent months. The messages on the posters they held were diverse, but they were
united to reject the government's overreach.

A poll by Politico and Harvard University in late June found that Americans were evenly split on whether children should get the
COVID-19 vaccine to go to school and more than half of employed Americans are in against the COVID-19 vaccine requirements for
jobs. Almost 70 percent of Americans also oppose being required to show proof of a COVID-19 vaccine to enter a store or business.
1. Australia: “The lockdown is killing us, not COVID”.  2. Britain: “No forced testing, no forced vaccines”  3. Greece: “Hands off our
children”  4, France: “My body is mine” and “It is my choice”  5, Germany: “For Peace, Freedom, Truth”
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH: COVID-19 TRIGGERS WAVE OF FREE SPEECH ABUSE. “At least 83 governments worldwide have used the
Covid-19 pandemic to justify violating the exercise of free speech and peaceful assembly… Authorities have attacked, detained,
prosecuted, and in some cases killed critics, broken up peaceful protests, closed media outlets, and enacted vague laws
criminalizing speech that they claim threatens public health. The victims include journalists, activists, healthcare workers, political
opposition groups, and others who have criticized government responses to the coronavirus… Governments and other state
authorities should immediately end excessive restrictions on free speech in the name of preventing the spread of Covid-19.”
www.sgtreport.com/2021/08/covid-vaccine-mandates-strongly-opposed-in-e..  ~
www.thelocal.it/20210807/in-pictures-italians-protest-against-new-covi..  ~
www.theepochtimes.com/take-back-your-pass-mass-protests-erupt-against-..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the question becomes, how do people hold a roof over their head? Good lord. All this for a vaccine that may medically maim and kill!
Enough said. Here, part of the solution, for those lucky enough to be able to keep their home. I followed your suggestion, Almond
and buried organic kitchen food scraps under the soil in the area where we intended to garden the following year. I used a stick as a
marker, placing the next set of buried kitchen scraps right alongside. The soil transformed remarkably! The heavy clay became light,
crumbly, dark, sweet smelling, fragrant earth. Lovely!!!!

Next, I ordered high quality mycorhizal fungi and crumbled the tablets at the base of the seeds in the furrows where I was planting
them. One does not need an entire tablet, just a One dusting of these microscopic fungal root Obers is su\cient.  Micorhizal fungi
glom onto seeds and plant roots, aiding their growth, nutrient and water uptake while blocking soil toxins from entry into the plant.
 At one point, I ran out of the tablets. Half of the rainbow chard plants had the micorhizal fungi, the other half did not. Those with the
micorhizal fungi grew faster, more lush and vibrant in color, taller and stronger than the ones without.

Between the sweet, crumbly, hummusy soil and the micorhizal fungi, our tomatoe plants were HUGE. I took pictures, using a
yardstick, they were six feet high and producing incredibly lavishly! Similarly, our zucchini and squash plants did incredibly well, gave
a signiOcant yield. We had a super-abundant year, thanks to the combination of directly composting in the garden soil and using
micorrhizal fungi. Thank you Almond! You are wonderful.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, to remove the cause as you say, Bill Gates, Fauci and others planning and paying for this whole agenda, need to be
imprisoned, life long. They are breaking the economy, putting lives at risk, and much more. We must support the lawsuits now, like
never before. They are truly important.Here are good ones to watch
www.lifesitenews.com/news/federal-judge-blocks-united-airlines-from-fo..  ~
www.lifesitenews.com/news/ron-desantis-and-fellow-gop-governor-vow-leg..  ~
www.lifesitenews.com/news/navy-seals-marines-sue-biden-regime-over-ill..  Freedom, wellbeing alike are all at stake. Please
spread word, thank you all.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, now more than ever self-reliance and community support are essential. But to be clear, this is a manufactured supply chain
collapse, especially with respect to food. Farmers have been paid to destroy their crops. Amazon has been caught destroying large
amounts of UNexpired food thefreethoughtproject.com/amazon-caught-throwing-away-tons-of-unexpire.. . And the mass Oring /
quitting of medical professionals, pilots, and law enforcement workers is a desired piece of the globalist puzzle, for it allows the
government to install the National Guard in those roles and begin the militarization of the country. Be prepared to provide for
yourselves and to avoid hospitals at all costs.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goodhands, re being prepared to fend for ourselves, I think (Without mentioning the coronavirus so it is not censored) to post to the
Next Door site and suggest to people that self reliance is now a wise idea, may be in order. Please imagine the looting, rioting, and
much more if there is lack. We can prepare ahead by working together as a community. To suggest solutions is part of the...solution.
Thank you and God Bless.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...Also, services like trucking and transportation.  ..."  www.trains.com/trn/news-reviews/news-wire/union-paciOc-to-require-emp..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grulla... I don't think this will go over very well with railroad employees.  Some are very independent-minded.

Mirandola and all... When you forage wild mushrooms, save the trimmings from the sink. Place them in a similar environment--lie
where they grew before-- and water them in. (Sun/shade, bark mulch/moss, grass, etc.)  Keep them wet.   Sometimes, you get lucky
and they will fruit for 1 or more years in your lawn!  So far this year, I have canned over 30 half-pints from such a patch and the
season is young!
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Almond", "Grulla...I don't think this will go over very well with railroad employees.  Some are very independent-minded." Much
agreed. I, for one, always worked has a free spirited "Lone Ranger" traveling telecom technician since CA1968-70. In 1983-84, after a
reduction of forces salary buyout in PA, I relocated from my Eastern RR employer to the U.S. Desert SW, and was hired in 1984 by
San Francisco based SPRR telecom dept, who was a great employer for me, giving me much freedom to think outside the box as
long as I got the job done timely, safely, reliably, and at minimal expense.

Then in 1996, the above article mentioned Omaha based UPRR, who took over SPRR in a gigantic corporate takeover merger
resulting in a huge 23 state RR operation, becoming the worlds largest privately owned corporate RR. But I always noticed from my
employee PoV, that UPRR was a very controlling company to work for, so it doesn't surprise me one bit that they FINALLY came
around to mandate Covid "vaxxes" for all employees. What took them so long? sarc.

I'm glad that I retired 11 years ago, as a (L)libertarian, I know myself well enough that I might have probably been embroiled in a
massive Covid protest and maybe got Ored??? OTOH, I might have joined the wrong side back then, because as a busy employee, I
probably would not have had the time to join Mercola.com to be kept well informed about this Covid madness, winding up with a
deadly vax???
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In some areas you can help support local farmers and have a supply of organic produce by joining a community supported
agriculture co-op.  In my area there are several farms that offer weekly or bi-weekly produce delivery which is fresh and in season.  I
also want to support those practicing regenerative agriculture and have tried some products offered by Mercola under the Solspring
brand.  And always at least something grown in the backyard.  Right now it's just some rosemary and chives but am planning to start
composting and growing a few more vegetables.  The home gardening feeds my spirit as much as the body!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Almond, This one's for you, from Sharyl Attkisson's Full Measure reporting - "The Amish have managed the Covid crisis better than
all national governments combined" - www.bitchute.com/.../8kDvClbyvrZ7  We know Temon Tony is heavily invested in mRNA
technology, and in vaccines as "the only answer" hahaha LOL - here's an example of true Herd Immunity.
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technology, and in vaccines as "the only answer" hahaha LOL - here's an example of true Herd Immunity.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Way to go Almond!  Lawyers, suits, will not feed anyone. As you said, common sense will. Trouble is so many today do not know how
to sustain themselves but do think all they need comes from stores.  We actually do live in a land of plenty if we will just open our
eyes and look for it.  Your post is the most helpful I have seen!!!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just in four hours ago, today! Bitchute, censored news: Protests Against Medical Tyrranny are Taking Place Around the World
www.bitchute.com/.../x8uysUq6ujrn
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It bothers me to see good food going to waste because people are too lazy to pick what grows in their own yard.  Maybe they bought
a house that had fruit trees or they have gourmet mushrooms coming up.  Maybe they are next door to open space that was once
homesteaded and the old landraces remain.  Wilderness areas and parks.  Just make sure they are not sprayed, etc.  I see no virtue
in wastefulness and even less in being dependent on govt or supermarkets.  People may think I am miserly, but they cannot imagine
the quality of food on our table.  I will often pick what others will not.  Some of the old varieties planted many decades ago are better
than any of the modern hybrids for mavor. What do you say to someone who has nothing but a big bag of potato chips for lunch every
day?  Or someone who sleeps in until noon because they get paid by the govt not to work? Today I stood out in my vineyard and
grazed on the frost-kissed grapes--so sweet and delicious.  They are heirloom varieties.
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, I started but can't even watch and listen to Biden now. It's too sickening.
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nan6449
Joined On 11/11/2018 10:26:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know Rosebud...I just want to bash his stupid head in!!
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's even more sickening Rosebud is we realize he and his party outsmarted us and he is the president and we are his subjects.
Talk about feeling dumb!!! Now that's sickening.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mix one heaped teaspoon of “iodine” table or sea salt in a mug of warm or cold “clean” water, cup a hand and pour some of the solution in,
then sniff or snort that mugful up into your nose, spitting out everything which comes down into your mouth, from the back of your throat,
by so doing, you mush out your nasal cavity, where Coronavirus lives. If you get a burning sensation (which lasts for 2-3 minutes) then you
have a Coronavirus infection.

When the soreness goes away, blow out your head with toilet paper and mush away, washing your hands afterwards and continue doing my
salt clean water nasal cavity mush cure, morning, noon and night, or more often, if you want, until, when you do my free salt water cure, you
don’t experience any soreness at all in your nasal cavity inside your head. While you are at it, swallow a couple of mouthfuls and if you get a
burning sensation in your chest, then you are killing the Covid/Pneumonia there too, so keep it up, each time you do a salt water sni{e, until
the soreness in your head and lungs goes away – job done.

When you mush your head with the salt water remedy, it should feel like you are mushing your head with water – no reaction felt at all. I have
been doing this for 27 years and I am never ill from viruses and there is no reason for anyone else to be either and of course, I never have
vaccines - what is the point? You don’t need to be tested to see if you have a head infection, you will know instantly if you have or not, with
this free salt water cure. We will need a cure for Coronavirus or the Flu, which everyone will get sooner or later and this is it – I call it my
Covid Crusher. Pass it around to everyone and take credit for it yourself, if you want. Now to the nitty gritty – try it with everyone with Flu
like symptoms and see for yourself how effective it is and post your results here. Make my day!! -Richard.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My son came home last night in tremendous pain, his nose mooding.  I gave him my Xlear, but something bad is happening.  When he
wakes up this am, I'm going to have him do this!  Thanks for it!
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to you, I have been doing it almost every night. My wife and daughter both got a nasty cold, and I didn't. Thanks!
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the kind of info we need Richard. Forget the political stuff that only upsets most anyway and get back to healing those you
love and be happy and contented.  In my long lifetime there has always been something or someone that is going to get us but never
does. After a while we realize the scare tactic is to enrich the upper class and the Boogy Man was just a tool to get us to do their
bidding. I laugh at the movie Titanic when all were scrambling to get on the life rafts and the older rich woman said "is seating
according to class?" Sadly that thinking is in all humans genes and comes out when put in a position of advantage.
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Del Bigtree with the High Wire had 2 OSHA experts on his show last Thursday to talk about this, and it was very informative !! Start at the 9
minute mark: thehighwire.com/.../episode-237-the-turning-point
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay - she's on Ore!  I'm so glad she shut it down in Michigan, I hope they keep going!  This keeps going - they talk about the over
2000 who walked out of SW airlines - and locally by me, 1500 are walking out of a gov't facility.   How can they do that?  "You mean
so little to us if you don't put your life at risk from something we could Ox pretty quickly if it wasn't censored."  How easy is it to see
through all this?
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi!

Constitutionally, Biden cannot mandate the masses to do anything. He ONLY has authority over the Executive Department.

It applies to Governors, too.

He also cannot order anyone/businesses to do something "directly" that he cannot do "indirectly" via the Constitution of the United States.

If so, then he is a "domestic terrorist."

He is a criminal.

Thank you!

Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician now retired)
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lise, if need be, my days as an information engineer are likely numbered. So be it.   Peace and Love, from the horrors of Washington
state. King County  is already  rolling over like  a lap dog.  ~ Cindy
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you completely. Part of the problem is most people, including and especially corporate HR types keen on keeping their
jobs and avoiding Ones, do not know the law or how it applies to them. Too many people blindly believe what they are told by an
agenda-driven intermediary instead of taking responsibility for obtaining and owning Orst-hand knowledge for themselves.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

joe rogen schools sanjay gupta shown on Jimmy Dore about natural immunity, ( a brief bit of rough language, Jimmy tends to get a bit
passionate.) www.youtube.com/watch  ~ Russel brand - crooked big pharma www.youtube.com/watch  ~ Kennedy's book will show many
things we didn't know or mew under our radars. What is jarring is when information compiled like this is how much we have known, but the
impact of it all when seen as a whole. The steely steady hand of Fauci is what created the conditions Brand & the book he reviews talks
about. www.amazon.com/Real-Anthony-Fauci-Democracy-Childrens/dp/1510766804  

Just interesting to see our uno\cial World Dictator threw the eyes of a communication professor reacting to bill gates interview on PBS.
For those who may have seen it, the vaccine part used as a baseline looked hinky to begin with. www.youtube.com/watch    Isn't it
interesting the SURGE of high proOle people & the one time Hero's who are now becoming Unwashed Unvaxxed Zero's who are standing up
and saying Let's Go Brandon. ; ) To be clear, it wouldn't matter which puppet from whatever side of the aisle would be there, Fauci & Gates
have made a mess of things & it becomes less likely things will fall inside the perimeters of their Great Reset. Been alerted Russel Brand's
clip & the Bill Gates sweating it out clip aren't active, some of Brands clips are being deplatformed, and Bill, well you know, Bill just might
have some inmuence on what you do or don't see.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, this is Fauci. by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.: In my latest book - “The Real Anthony Fauci: Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global
War on Democracy and Public Health” - I take an in-depth look at the disastrous consequences of Dr. Anthony Fauci's 50-year reign
as America's public health czar. The book, which will be released Nov. 9, is available now for pre-order. Fauci uses the Onancial clout
at his disposal of him to wield extraordinary inmuence over hospitals, universities, journals and thousands of inmuential doctors and
scientists - whose careers and institutions he has the power to ruin, advance or reward.

These are the same doctors who appear on network news shows, publish on the op-ed pages of inmuential media, and craft and
defend the pharmaceutical cartel’s o\cial narratives. Fauci only rarely performs NIAID's traditional mission of researching the
causes behind the exploding epidemics of allergic and autoimmune diseases - as evidenced by the fact that under his watch, the
chronic diseases Congress charged NIAID with preventing rose from 1.8% among children when Fauci came to NIAID in the 1960s,
to 54% today, when obesity is factored in.

Instead of addressing the rise in chronic diseases, Fauci transformed NIAID from a world-class regulator into a product incubator for
Big Pharma by developing new drugs and vaccines for which he, his agency and his employees often share patents and royalties. As
“The Real Anthony Fauci” reveals, Fauci has steadily failed upward. His legacy of him is a nation that uses increasingly more
pharmaceuticals, countries nearly three times more for prescription drugs than people in dozens of other countries, and has worse
health outcomes and a sicker population than other wealthy nations.  More information in the link:
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/robert-f-kennedy-jr-book-the-real-..
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PHYSICIAN EXPLAINS HOW TO GET OFF BIG PHARMA’S TOXIC TREADMILL + MOTHER DESCRIBES SON’S SEVERE REACTIONS TO
MIRALAX + MORE. The latest episode of CHD.TV’s “The Empower Hour,” host Zen Honeycutt interviewed Carole Grieve of Food
Integrity Now, Anne Williams, R.N., of Parents Against MiraLAX and Dr. Eric Plasker, author of “100 Year Lifestyle,” who discussed
how to get off Big Pharma's toxic treadmill of chemical medications. Plasker, a father and chiropractor, spoke about the mechanism
behind the type of injuries caused by products containing PEG.

Plasker also discussed how he believes people have an innate ability to heal themselves. “We have an entire healthcare system with
the ladder leaning against the wrong wall,” he said. “We are looking outside of ourselves, outside of our food, outside of our bodies
for solutions to cover up symptoms while our bodies get sicker and sicker and sicker. The reality of it is that we have the best
pharmacy in the whole world inside of our bodies.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-empower-zen-honeycutt-carole-g..
 (10/18/21)
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Also. Lyn Redwood, President of Children's Health Defense (CHD), "Anyone considering receiving the COVID vaccine from POzer or
Moderna should ask their doctor for a blood test to rule out anti-PEG antibodies before receiving the vaccine." doubts that PEG, a
compound in the POzer and Moderna vaccines, may have triggered allergic reactions in the US Anaphylaxis is a serious and
life-threatening allergic reaction.

According to research published in 2018, there are more than 1,000 products on the market, including pharmaceuticals, processed
foods, cosmetics, and disinfectants, that contain PEG. PEG is also the main ingredient in antifreeze. "Anyone who has had a
colonoscopy, depending on what was used to set up the procedure, may have anti-PEG antibodies," Redwood said, because many of
those products contain PEG. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-investigates-reactions-pOzer-..  (12/21/20)
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Ha! I was told by an allergist there is no accurate PEG-antibody test. Doesn't exist, been there, done that!
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Bobby Jr. IS a person his father would be very proud of!  Bobby  was an absolute bull dog, to stand for what was right.  And so is his
son!  Bobby Jr.  IS a PROFILE in COURAGE, as his grand  uncle wrote about in his book "ProOles in Courage".    Bobby scared the
power elite corrupt skum bags so badly - and he swore he was going  to expose who  killed his brother in Dallas, that they took him
out, in LA, just like they did his brother, in Dallas.  I  have lived through both events.
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I am allergic to PEG, it's in my medical records. But my doctor insists I should take the vaccine. Meanwhile, Fauci receives an ACLU
Bill of Rights Award. (RFK Jr mentioned it in his speech last weekend in NYC.)
www.aclusocal.org/en/press-releases/aclu-socal-awards-honor-dr-anthony..
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www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/nation/fda-to-allow-mix-and-match-ap..  I JUST listened to the Infectious Disease Nurse in our group
say absolutely NO mixing and matching the covid boosters... my oh my, I wonder what changed?
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Thanks, Tracy. More fuel on the Ore, people are treated guinea pigs to test the combination of vaccines.. Drug injections are actually
destroying lives at an unprecedented rate. Even VAERS and the CDC show that teens are getting especially sick from blows. Many of
them are now seriously ill, disabled and, in some cases, dead. Just the puncture deaths from the Chinese virus add up to double the
number that has been recorded in VAERS for all vaccines administered over the past 30 years. This means that more people have
died in recent months from the Fauci mu vaccines than from all other combination vaccines during the past three decades.

"And yet the CDC continues to pressure everyone to get an injection of COVID-19." Compared to all other FDA-approved vaccines
currently on the market, teens who take COVID jabs are 44 times more likely to be hospitalized, 15 times more likely to develop a
disability, and 7.5 times more likely to die from them. injections in particular.
nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/cdc-teens-injected-with-covid-s..
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If this is what BigPharma friendly studies say, the results of combining "vaccines" will be much more serious: The so-called
"Com-COV" study, hailed as a "world Orst" by the UK government and led by the University of Oxford, is examining the immune
responses of trial participants who received a dose of the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine followed by the POzer shot - BioNTech - and
vice versa. Preliminary data is reported to show that participants who received a mixed program of Covid-19 vaccines incurred more
frequent reactions than those who received a standard non-mixed program.

In a peer-reviewed research letter published in the international medical journal The Lancet on Wednesday, trial researchers reported
that when given at a four-week interval, both the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine and the POzer vaccine alternate vaccine schedules.
-BioNTech induced more frequent reactions after the second dose than standard non-mixed regimens.
www.cnbc.com/2021/05/12/covid-study-Onds-mixing-vaccines-increases-ri..
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Guillermo, you know what?  If you mix the 2 shots, you won't be able to blame one.
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Lovestosing, Have been listening to several recent McCullough interviews, he thinks these shots are failing at an increasing rate.
None of these were designed for the "delta variant", none of the boosters are tweaked to the Delta. It may not matter what they do as
these shots fail in e\cacy. Here's one from September: rumble.com/vm9cnh-dr.-peter-mccullough-the-fda-is-trying-to-warn-us-ab..
 An element of desperation...appears Orst as an attack on free speech, then free bodies. And doing their best to ruin the economy
and thereby the country.
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These freaks simply DO NOT care. During the Nuremberg trials of 1946, the question was asked: "What IS evil?"  Evil is not hatred,
EVIL is the INVERSE of empathy and love. What we see today is that  deOnition of evil. These monsters are incapable of empathy.
The world has seen this before.  Peace and  Love.
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realrose - it's crazy, isn't it?  Everything out there showing numbers is about the vaxxed ... I think we need to keep strong and also
learn how to treat this quickly and e\ciently.  Our local health food store owner and his staff came down with covid 2 weeks ago -
the local vet from the animal hospital came by and brought a nebulizer and HP because he had escalated to pneumonia.   That
nebulizer and HP - it banished it so fast!  I'm all over this!
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I have made my decision. I have worked for my current Orm for 15 plus years and have 40 years of expertise  in information security, in both
the public and private sectors.  I shall NOT be bullied by politicians, and psychotic  corrupt corporate hacks. If  i am terminated,  It is their
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the public and private sectors.  I shall NOT be bullied by politicians, and psychotic  corrupt corporate hacks. If  i am terminated,  It is their
loss, not mine.   I stand with a growing number of airline pilots, might and ground crews, police, Ore Oghters, doctors, EMS and nurses..... My
plans to leave Washington state for Arizona (either Sierra Vista, or Bisbee) are in place.  I will leave with my acoustic guitar, audio
equipment a few clothes (most  of  mine needed to go to the good will years ago anyway!       BTW, 2022? DON'T vote for anyone who does
not want to get rid of this corruption, fear and horror and has not shown their position already.   I think I'm voting for the Whig party, or
 possibly bull moose!  ....Stand strong everyone, these are greedy corrupt bullies ~ I don't like  bullies!.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Courage! Although di\cult, their is true freedom in maintaining your integrity, being true to self. Good luck and God Bless!
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep.  R.N. here, healthy, active normal weight 60 year old working PT remotely for a company with a federal contract. Prior to 2021 I
was a govt. contractor for years. Now I will lose my job if I don't receive the experimental injections and am forced - against my will -
 to try to obtain a medical exemption.  Both M.D.'s who knew my neuro medical history retired in 2019 & 2020, my new PCP just two
years out of his residency admitted that he and other M.D.'s are under intense pressure from the Board of Medicine.  He and a young
neurologist, both who barely know me, are mat out refusing to support me. The neurologist said there is no contraindication to the
injections. These young M.D.'s must know that medicine is not a practice of "one size Ots all" but that is exactly what they are doing
to keep their jobs. Luckily I am a lifelong saver so I won't starve (hopefully) but this is an alarming and frightening situation. Will I be
able to obtain medical care in my very blue state with no injections?  

I am a lifelong Democrat and I cannot believe what is happening. Most people I know are fully injected, all terriOed of dying and in
favor of the mandates. The TV told them what to do and they did it, no questions asked.  They have no idea what is happening in
other countries. They all feel safe around each other but me?  Oh no, I am a dangerous walking vector apparently.  My TV is turned
off. I am shocked to read the comments in the NYT about the "UN" injected as if we are some subhuman species.  

Soon I will be changing my voter registration to Independent, and will try to enjoy the next few sunny warm days.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, the plan is evolving further. It looks like the lockdowns didn't kill off enough small- and medium-sized businesses, so either the labor
shortages or the Ones will... That reminds me of the scheme against the Amish in PA: they are Oned $5k a day for allowing "unvaccinated"
children in their schools, which results in a lien on their property and, eventually, their becoming homeless... The monsters have thought of
everything and Satan has many obedient servants...
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM
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Pure evil.
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished, here is a report on the Amish in PA and may be a different location because they are not talking about what you are
saying. They have herd immunity.  www.bitchute.com/.../8kDvClbyvrZ7
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"This country needs, and her people deserve, healthcare freedom. " I thank the brave Congressmen for their bill and concerned action,
standing up as Real Americans with courage and conviction.BRAVO!!! APPRECIATION! The concern here however, is far beyond "health
freedom". Instead, it's about Freedom...sum total. If mandates go to such an extent for a "vaccine" that has had such severe "Side
effects"---better known as health damage and medical maiming----as paralysis, convulsions, heart inmammation and deaths....then what is
next?

Who thinks that this dynamic will end with health issues, alone? If so, wake up. Government tyranny for the beneOt of proOteers is at stake,
not just health freedom, alone. Did it ever occur to anybody that Citizens United, giving corporations a human voice in politics, is nothing
more or less than a big fascist action? What of the Patriot Act, FISA, warrantless wiretapping? Is this "only" about health freedom (as if that
is not enough of a serious concern) or is it about freedom, sum total?  Wake up!
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HEALTH care is natural health care. It is NOT... Partake of our government run drug cartel or we will crucify you or your business.
FDA states,... Only a drug can prevent or cure.  < --- These types of laws and thinking is (in the long run) genocide.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This country needs, and her people deserve, healthcare freedom. "I thank the brave Congressmen for their bill and concerned action,
standing up as Real Americans with courage and conviction. BRAVO!!! APPRECIATION!" *** YES YES YES!!! *** How in the world the
CDC allowed this vaccine to be passed - do you realize (from a pharma scientist who read all the spec) - there are so many holes in
this, he said the CDC is totally at fault here for allowing this to go out into the public.  He won't let any of his family members take the
vaccine.  That's a big PHARMA GUY right there saying that ... because he used his brains and READ the specs and FOUND the
problems ahead of time and doesn't understand how in the world the CDC let this come to market like this. That's a world of hurt
right there. www.youtube.com/watch  ..I remember when I Orst watched this quite awhile ago - I really really hoped it wasn't true.
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Robincnity
Joined On 9/27/2009 3:54:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re the question of whether Americans are comfortable with authoritarianism, they don't see it as such. Those going along with the
directives believe what their doctors are saying, what the media is saying. They don't see the moneyed interests behind this assault on the
public. They don't see the lies. For example, one doctor who is advising our city told me that PCR tests are inaccurate only 1% of the time
and that it's better for anyone who's already had covid to get a vaccine because that boosts their immune system! Sheer lies, but if the
public doesn't do any research and relies on being told by others in authority what to do, then they think they're doing the right thing. They
are being fooled.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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A friend was told her nursing baby would gain immunity from her own vaccination. She said that the baby threw up for the next two
days after she got vaccinated. What a doctor! I think doctors have an obligation to the public and to their patients, to think. Lacking
that, it is malpractice.

Regarding the authoritarianism, I think people more than just don't see it, in fact they believe in it. Dictatorship "sells" itself to the
public based on "good cause". And when that "good cause" is believed, or "bought into", then people back the dictatorship. So the
blindness is exceeded, in fact there is underscoring, in some cases there may be people  begging for it on their knees, though they
don't realize this is what they are asking for. People do not realize how serious the consequences are. We are so accustomed to our
freedoms, we don't understand, in free countries, what dictatorship really is and how brutal it becomes to enforce its own agenda. It
is high time for people to wake up.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's so scary, isn't it?  And now the FDA is going to recommend boosters from the opposite vaccine for even more yummy good
immunity.  They want to knock Ivermectin while they play with Ore.  Scary doesn't even begin to describe it.

Mirandola - that's just scary!  Oh my gosh!  We're all a giant experiment right now ... this feels worse than when they gave radioactive
milkshakes to pregnant mothers to see what it would do to babies.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Lovestosing, this will underscore you. FYI I can't vouch for this one, but post it for whatever it may be worth. If this is true, it  is a red
alert. ATTENTION: Dr Mercola, please investigate, thank you!
www.lifesitenews.com/news/bombshell-pOzer-whistleblower-says-vaccine-..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm watching this scenario right under my own roof.   I had 3 over the weekend - 2 with fresh boosters and mu shots - ... I'm like, when
has anyone ever gotten stronger from injecting chemicals into their bodies?  But they listen and do what they're told.   It's horrifying
to me.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Identify the targets. Is not the imposter in chief the problem but the useful idiots who have no LEGAL authority to impose anything. I'm
talking about school supervisors and board of education, hospital administrators, small business owners, airline CEO's AND might attenders
and to a lesser extent at least in the US,  police o\cers. Those are easy to reach as they live in our communities. Those are the nobodies
who did not accomplish anything and think that they are invested with power. The brown shirt equivalents of Nazi Germany.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Antoine de Saint Exupery "The Little Prince" chap 10 www.angelOre.com/.../chapter10.html   "If I ordered a general to my from one mower to
another like a buttermy, or to write a tragic drama, or to change himself into a sea bird, and if the general did not carry out the order that he
had received, which one of us would be in the wrong?" the king demanded. "The general, or myself?" "You," said the little prince Ormly.
"Exactly. One must require from each one the duty which each one can perform," the king went on. "Accepted authority rests Orst of all on
reason. If you ordered your people to go and throw themselves into the sea, they would rise up in revolution. I have the right to require
obedience because my orders are reasonable."
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Ana Maria, very instructive. Doctors also have a duty: to help overcome Covid-19 and not surrender to the Farnaceutic MaOa
and globalist elites, true psychopaths, arrogant and unscrupulous ambitious. GROUNDBREAKING: NEBRASKA AG SAYS DOCTORS
CAN LEGALLY PRESCRIBE IVERMECTIN, HCQ FOR COVID, CALLS OUT FDA, CDC, FAUCI, MEDIA FOR ‘FUELING CONFUSION AND
MISINFORMATION’ At the request of the Nebraska Department of Health, on Oct. 15, Nebraska Attorney General Doug Peterson
issued a legal opinion that Nebraska healthcare providers can legally prescribe ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine for the treatment
of COVID, so long as they obtain informed consent from the patient.

However, if they did neglect to obtain consent, deceive, prescribe excessively high doses or other misconduct, they could be subject
to discipline, Peterson wrote. The AG’s o\ce emphasized it was not recommending any speciOc treatment for COVID. “That is not
our role,” Peterson wrote. “Rather, we address only the off-label early treatment options discussed in this opinion and conclude that
the available evidence suggests they might work for some people.” Peterson said allowing physicians to consider early treatments
will free them to evaluate additional tools that could save lives, keep patients out of the hospital and provide relief for our already
strained healthcare system. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nebraska-ag-doug-peterson-legal-op..  (10/18/21)
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR - TIMES SQUARE RALLY FOR FREEDOM - FULL SPEECH - 10/16/2021 (if only as a reminder of what leadership
sounds like, and in case anyone still isn't convinced that barbarians and traitors have overrun the halls of democracy):
www.bitchute.com/.../e68xb0APkSoU
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Second American War of Independence Has Begun. Maybe the globalists will be left holding an empty bag.
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/the-second-american-war-of-indep..  Americans are not only quitting their jobs or moving
out of state rather than having their school-age children face mandatory vaccination, onerous lockdowns and public ridicule, they are
beginning to forge their own new independent American culture that is less reliant upon government, public utilities and federal
money. The “great escape” has already begun.  Here in California my son’s homeschool math tutor, who teaches in a public grade
school by day and tutors after school, says the top enrollment at his school was 544.  Now it is only around 300.  Parents are pulling
their kids out of California schools.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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THOUSANDS PROTEST VACCINE MANDATES, CALL FOR HEALTH FREEDOM AT NEW YORK CITY RALLY FEATURING ROBERT F.
KENNEDY, JR. Children’s Health Defense (CHD) Chairman Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and President Mary Holland were among the
speakers. Other speakers included Dr. Lawrence Palevsky, Dr. Christiane Northrup, Jason Shurka, Jo Rose, Kevin Jenkins, Patricia
Finn and John Matland. “The powers that be, especially here in New York State, are Oghting us,” Holland told the audience. “We may
have imagined that with Governor Cuomo’s demise, we would have a breather — but no. We have a governor now who truly believes
that vaccination is the state’s religion, preaching to her ‘apostles’ at a Brooklyn Church, while wearing a ‘Vaxed’ necklace. You can’t
make this up.”

Holland told the crowd about the many legal battles in New York, including CHDs involvement in challenging the repeal of the
religious exemption for school children, in place since 2019, which is likely headed to the Supreme Court. “WE ARE WINNING,”
HOLLAND SAID, AS THE CROWD ECHOED A “WE ARE WINNING” CHANT..
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/thousands-protest-vaccine-mandates..  (10/18/21)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PROTESTS OF VACCINE MANDATES EVERYWHERE BUT IN U.S. … ARE AMERICANS COMFORTABLE WITH AUTHORITARIANISM? In
a segment of The Hill’s “Rising,” journalist and political commentator Kim Iversen covered the worldwide protest movement against
national vaccine mandates and vaccine passports, a story Iversen argued is getting “almost zero coverage in the American
mainstream media.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-worldwide-protests-vac..  (10/18/21)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Darzoum, did you catch this one too? "Defund the media!" Protesters against mandates surround New York Times -
10/16/2021 - www.bitchute.com/.../dJL1l6NYtuEF
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrrealrose oh wow, that is very good news!!! Strategic, very important> Thank you for posting that!! It needs to go around, just virally.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps it is no longer a question of so-called "democracy"; perhaps the peoples will take the initiative in their affairs ... without
requesting permission (... from whom?)
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for being one of the leaders preserving our Constitutional Rights in the USA!  You are a true individual for freedom
and liberty in a country largely of herded sheep. Many thanks Top Posters for your knowledgeable analyses.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one can deny!
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am speechless that coercive mandates without the weight of law for an experimental shot that does not prevent infection or the spread
against a 99.6%-survivable virus where their are successful, less intrusive treatments available is actually a thing. Regardless of one's
political stances or whether or not one has taken or believes in the shot, we all need to STAND TOGETHER  with walk-outs, boycotts,
demonstrations, protests, letter writing, lawsuits, any and all peaceable means available to us. We must say 'NO!" The temporary pain and
discomfort of doing this may be severe, but it will be easier than allowing the entrenchment of this sick government/corporate greed and
power grab with the goal of pushing society to a new (unfree, unwanted) place. I see humanity slipping away before my very eyes.
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Thank you Smiller23! Well said.
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Arrowheadmaker
Joined On 9/15/2020 10:23:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Instead of every body giving up there jobs, just get this "Biden out of OFFICE". He has already committed multiple crimes. Breach of oath for
one, Title 5   U.S.C. Section 7311 & 1333. He swore to uphold the Constitution and now is in direct opposite of what he swore.
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mirandola
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Double play! Impeach Biden and Harris. Oh yes and I forgot. Throw Pelosi out of o\ce too, she is a tyrant! Then vote someone GOOD
into public off ice to replace them all three....and while we are at it, to also replace about 85% of the HOuse and Senate. THen, revise
campaign Onancing and start fresh. An idea whose time has come? The ten thousand mile journey begins with one step, and war is
being waged on humankind globally. We can Oght back peaceably! And how about boycotting  Big Business? Including, wherever it is
safe and possible to do so, BigPharma. This may help to defund the beast. Economic undercutting is the most effective way to go!
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Hespow
Joined On 10/7/2011 5:20:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PLEASE watch Dr. Jane Ruby being interviewed on the Stew Peters show yesterday about the dangers of getting a NASAL SWAB test for
this bioweapon virus we have.  If they don't get you will the "shot" they will try to get you with the "swab".
 www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/10/covid-nasal-swabs-examined-by-scientists..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awesome video! Thank you for that link. I'm a big fan of Stew Peters and Jane Ruby.
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angelenaorreygmail.com
Joined On 4/1/2021 3:37:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau needs to give his head a shake and he needs to learn to read and research before he opens his mouth and
shows the world AGAIN how dumb he really is. I am a Canadian who at one time was a Liberal. Now , I don't vote at all. They have all been
bought.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 10:55:47 AM
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While it is admitted that this is tyranny, since medical coercion has been decried as a violation of human (more accurately natural) rights it
doesn't matter what the government says. There wouldn't be any mandate even if "all of the boxes were checked" because injustice can't be
commanded. (And because laws are made by legislatures in a republic.) It is only under a totalitarian, fascist government that industry is  -
purportedly - subject to government direction.

EUA status doesn't matter at all. Even if something is approved there is no obligation for anyone to submit to the injections. That is what a
right is all about. it is a line that can't be morally crossed. In the early Church era it was common for Christians to be martyred for refusing
to worship Caesar as God. Nowadays to fail to submit your body to be violated by a possible deadly injection is to risk one's livelihood. It
isn't exactly a catch-22 situation. The potential outcome of chronic disease or death is much more signiOcant than keeping one's job. And
after being Ored it would be possible to sue the employer.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 3:22:43 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most states in the USA are "right to work" states which means an employer can Ore you for any reason and you can't sue them. You
can try suing, but no lawyer is going to take your case.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 9:15:05 AM
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, you are incorrect. Perhaps you are an employer.

I have never before heard a statement like yours. Typically, "right to work" means that it isn't a closed shop (i.e. union only). An
employer certainly can't Ore you for any reason. Even "the law" provides for some protection (i.e. "protected" classes like women,
blacks, disabled, etc.).

Granted, no lawyer would be willing to take your case outside of these very narrow situations. However, that doesn't mean that there
is no case. It is a matter of them considering their future livelihoods. After all employers have the money to hire lawyers, and,
apparently, there is a lot of tortious interference with prospective business relations. This is why the solution is pro se.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 2:32:31 AM
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earthlover
Joined On 11/29/2006 8:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have seen on some applications or papers that they ask you to sign  and agree to  "we have the right to terminate you for no or any
reason and at any time".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 4:03:26 AM
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

earthlover Would you agree that an employer would be able to murder you if you were to sign a paper saying that he now has that
right? Duress invalidates any agreement. Duress can be as simple as the forces of circumstances. Accepting a low wage because
you don't have any other option is COERCION. Duress or coercion is a cause of action for a lawsuits.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 4:23:44 AM
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earthlover
Joined On 11/29/2006 8:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@skweiler  I agree with you that "Duress invalidates any agreement" and that would include coercion.  Also, discrimination should
invalidate it.  I was just pointing out that I have seen this on employment forms.  Some persons do sue and take their employer to
court but many don't know their rights or have the money or time to do so - theyjust Ole for unemployment and/or look for a new job.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 4:34:46 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

one way to Ox this mess is for the spinless  governments to take back the FINANCIAL  Roll.... watch all of this  before you go off the
antisemitic line crying I a terrible person.....go see the OTHER side and get your heads outta the sand thegreateststorynevertold.tv  parts
23, 24, 25 , 26 and 27 are mandatory watching as a lesson on how to get this mess over with for GOOD.. Or you can go on crying and
belly-ackin......poor crying sniviling puke playing the 'Victims Game" oh BooooooF&&KingHooooooooo  everyone feel sorry for self
 .BooooHoooBoooHooo  Grow some ball !!!!!!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 1:59:20 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SigniOcant references, mrrobb. We have another dictator. As reported by Dr. Mercola, Bill Gates is entering all the Oelds that have to
do with the sustenance of life and, for more than a decade, has undermined vitality in all its forms, in an effort to take control and
take advantage of it. By funding research and funding public institutions, Gates can force those institutions to take a path where they
can only use his proprietary intellectual property. While he seeks to save the world through philanthropy, Gates' solutions perpetuate
and worsen the world's problems. They can even threaten the future of humanity as they bring us closer to extinction.

Bill's father (William H. Gates, Sr.) was a banker and lawyer, fulOlling the same "hidden agenda" as his son while promoting "racial
hygiene" during the Rockefeller-funded eugenics movement of the 1930s and 1930s. 1940. Gates Sr. has long been involved with the
eugenics group Planned Parenthood, a renowned organization that grew out of the American Eugenics Society.

“The global lockdowns that Bill Gates helped orchestrate and cheerlead have bankrupted more than 100,000 businesses in the U.S.
alone and plunged a billion people into poverty and deadly food insecurity  Gates has been using that newfound cash to expand his
power over global populations by buying devalued assets at Ore-sale prices and maneuvering for monopoly control over public
health, privatizing prisons, online education and global communications while promoting digital currencies, high tech surveillance,
data harvesting systems and artiOcial intelligence.” www.globalresearch.ca/bill-gates-neo-feudalism-closer-look-farmer-bill..  (2021)
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  Naomi Wolf, End of America... She talks about Hitler's playbook.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:31:01 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah-ha!!!  the banking law Biden wants to put into effect (report every transaction over $600. and all info reported to the IRS) is designed to
kill the small banks!!!  The costs of implementing this law would close small neighborhood banks and the big banks would take over.  Of
course!!!!  Big Business will be king, big business will own it all - all business and all banks !!!!  Wha-la!!!   Already people are closing their
bank accounts.  This is the IRS being spies...
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Some very interesting info in this link. plandemicseries.com/plandemic-english
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Thanks for this link.... exposes the real Bill Gates... the real history of big pharma.... the CDC...... the WHO.... big tech.... the fact
checkers... etc..... looking back we are just repeating history.
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Reading all the post here gives me a sense of desperation. You talk to some people and mention this and they look at you as if you were
crazy. Nothing is being done, the media is our worst enemy no one is reporting what is really happening. I hope that election in 2022 will
wake up the people and vote out all that have caused this. I also fear that the same tactics as the 2020 election will be used to cheat and
keep those in goverment .
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"They" own the media..... this has been planned for years... keep telling people, they may initially think you are crazy, but your words
will sit in their brain and they will notice how right you were.... keep trying. Here is an explanation of Reiner Fuellmich's lawsuit
ourgreaterdestiny.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Attorney-Reiner-Fuell..  it reads so easily and great explanation of it all.
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I live in an open town in a red state. People still don't know how bad things are. As more get sick from the jabs--or vaxxed people get
really sick from Covid--people are Onally starting to say, "Wow. It's like the shots are harming more than helping." FINALLY. Or, "Gee.
The supplies are getting short. Why do you think that is?" But when I try to discuss the Reset and Agenda 2030 their eyes glaze over.
Or they roll them and shake their heads. Even suggesting they stock up gets them irritated. "How do you know? Where are you
getting these ideas?"
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rensmith... have you looked into the lawsuit Oled at the Hague on behalf of all citizens of the world???
 ourgreaterdestiny.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Attorney-Reiner-Fuell..
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You are spot on my friend! "The media is our worst enemy"... God Bless!
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Does anyone have the articles that previously discussed what level of antibody constituted immunity from prior infection?  With so many
asymptomatic infections, I am curious at what level this is defensible.  I have no recollection of infection, but have antibodies.  I am told
they are not "high enough" to be consider prior infection.
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Depending on how recent your infection was will determine the level of antibodies. Antibodies naturally WANE after infection, and
the cellular(T cell) immunity kicks in. This is why testing antibodies is another scam that any physician with immunity 101 courses
KNOWS!
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This is deplorable! What the he’ll is happening in the world?? I am a Registered nurse  in a very busy hospital in Florida- I have taken care of
Covid and all kinds of sick people over the past 2 years, and for 12 years before that-I have NEVER been sick! I’ve never had the mu-never
had the mu vaccine-this goes for many of my coworkers. Healthcare workers are NOT spreading Covid or anything else!  We and all the rest
of the population who have jobs and support this country are going to lose everything we have worked our wholes lives for! Why because
 we will not be strong armed to get a useless vaccine that may or may not keep you from dying when you get Covid.

There is a reason medical people don’t want the vaccine- but now with Govt threats and scare tactics it is becoming more of principle and
safety- than dying from a Virus - Big business is folding because as usual they want their piece of the Money Pie-and the people who
support business and this country are  the ones who will suffer!! The American public and the world need to Stand Up!! It is MY CHOICE
what I put in my body NOT the government-This world will not survive the repercussions of these forceful actions by the government- We all
need to Oght for our rights!!!! We need to Oght for our homes, our jobs, and for OUR future that Biden is destroying for ALL of US!!
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Hi, thank you so much for all that you’re doing to care for our patients!  I’m a registered respiratory therapist and have seen this
entire scam for what it is as well!  This all started with MANDATING the mu vaccine a couple of years ago!  That should NEVER have
happened!  Once we get the mu, we are immune for years and do not need annual mu shots!  Hello, where have all the docs been on
this simple fact!!!  No wonder they’re attempting this BS with this scam!  You’re right!  We all must Oght this tyranny at any cost,
which I am prepared to do. I’ll be homeless and own nothing, as the World Economic Forum states, before I subject myself or
children to this Holocaust!  

🙏

Dear God help us

🙏
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GE is set to Ore their un-vaxxed employees on Dec. 4th. My brother-in-law will lose his job. He has looked into all options to Oght back with
exemptions, nothing is going to work.
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Not to mention losing pensions, retirement funds and social security! We have no choice but to Oght this now or the hell down the
road for not Oghting will not be worth living

🙏
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Marbury vs Madison states any law made that would harm you is "Null and Void." Let your employers know the laws that protect you.  They
have to obey the laws and the constitution or you can let them know they will be sued individually, held personally liable in civil and criminal
court.  This is a charade folks.  Don't kowtow to them because they enjoy fearful people.  You know the hydra vulgaris and a few other
parasites are in the vax.  The interesting thing about it is that if you cut it to pieces, it self assembles.  These are the leaches that suck the
life out of their prey and fear is their treat.

TheHealthyAmerican.org just did a big piece on Kaiser and their unlawful treatment of employees.  They have been given notice.  Look, the
exemption is not for them to "approve" it.  Each of us have a religious and medical exemption at our disposal now.  Your religious exemption
is not about you being religious or a certain religion.  This is about the "strongly held ethical and moral beliefs."  If you strongly feel that it is
not something you want to do to put a face diaper on so that you cannot breathe oxygen, well then, you cannot be Ored or discriminated
against.  The law states they must accommodate you.
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My brother-in-law submitted a religious exemption, GE came back and said that he must provide "su\cient" life-long proof, to their
satisfaction, that he has been practicing that religion for his entire life!
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Amiz66!  Go to the Healthy American!  GE is 100% wrong and they will be held liable!  As stated by debdelarosa, these are our
constitutional rights and you need not provide proof just your sincerely held beliefs

🙏
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The burning and continuingly disturbing question is what exactly is in this injection that 'they' want mandated into everyone's body? What
and why. It's macabre and very frightening.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And people are so XXXX dumb! No questions asked. This is so freakishly weird and suspicious. But everyone says, "Lol. You're
paranoid." So they gladly let themselves get jabbed with who knows what in their arm. Under the orders of faceless technocrats. And
the governors most loudly demanding this public safety measure are the ones behind the nursing home deaths! But..."Lol. Why are
you such a conspiracy theorist?" If I mention what Bill Gates did to all those children in India they just laugh. Or say it's not nice to be
suspicious and think badly of people.
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rensmith.... don't forget Bill Gates also sterilized & killed (with a vaccine) the girls in two Africian countries, funny how they aren't
getting vaccinated now...  thenewabnormal513330780.wordpress.com/2021/01/13/dtp-vaccine-from-bill..
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Looks like homeschooling our kids will be the new normal 

😀
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Some good news for a change. Unvaccinated are looking smarter every week.
www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/10/the_unvaccinated_are_looking_..
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Thanks Otis. Good link
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rbreyer
Joined On 1/13/2021 9:07:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I so appreciate your work. I’m so proud of you. I’m sure it’s more di\cult than I can imagine. I’m afraid to tell someone I’m not vaccinated.
Thank you
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even large companies won't be able to function without half of their employees............and the jabbed half sick and dying.
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Protecting the body/health/life I've been given stewardship of is "doing the right thing". And guess what, NO ONE gets to be "safe". Talk
about making promises that no human can keep! Life has risks! And since both groups can get it and spread it, how is one group "safe"
compared to the other? I'll take my chances on one threat rather than two, thank you very much.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What Americans need to know is this socialist takeover of America has been planned for well over the past 100 years and more.   I am fed
up with the talking heads on Fox and Newsmax ranting about this mess.  We were all warned numerous times over the past decades about
what was coming our way.   Now it's here and the progressive morons of the left have exactly what they want.   WE ARE ALL SCREWED!
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Pjpackers
Joined On 11/6/2007 10:33:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A daily Covid swab up the nose doesn't sound so bad, except!  Alot of the swabs are sterilized with EO (ethylene oxide), which is a known
carcinogenic which can cross the blood-brain-barrier, which can cause brain cancer or neurological disorders.  Swab packages  sterilized
with EO state "EO" on the package.  If you get a PCR test ask to look at the package and ensure there is no EO listed. The further up the
nose the swab goes, the closer to cross into the brain.  Check it out.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've purchased both organic cotton balls and swabs from Dr. Mercola.  products.mercolamarket.com/organic-cotton
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b_edenverizon.net
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:52:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see the ChiComs are still playing games with deadlier viruses at the Wuhan Lab.  The Nipah Virus which is a severe form of encephalitis
has been shown to have an 80% death rate upon contraction.  This virus showed up in Malaysia in a natural variant in recent years.  If the
ChiComs decide to modify it to kill large numbers of people and release it upon the U.S., there would be no compunction about nuking
Beijing into dust.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard that Biden is so demented that he messes in his pants. He’s a puppet for the elites.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Brenda, Biden and Fauci have A BigPharma on their mind and their words are incoherent because they don't even know how to
lie.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He was $h!tten in his pants when he was VP: www.youtube.com/watch   He's on a video conference when you hear that familiar
sound. Watch the facial expression of the other person in the conference!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's some more Biden comedy that was never reported by the MSM during the presidential campaign. He admitted that he sits on
the toilet backwards! He even eats while on the toilet!  todaysOve.com/joe-biden-facing-ridicule-after-revealing-he-sits-on-th..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

......."In the U.K., meanwhile, there's the NHS COVID app, which notiOes you if you've been in close contact (deOned as within 6 feet for 15
minutes or more) with someone who tested positive for COVID-19. If you don't self-isolate after being notiOed, you can be Oned £1,000
($1,390) or more."........

So what happens if you don't own a smartphone? I know 3 people who don't have one. Two of them owned the old 3G Samsung Rugged mip
phone. There's no downloading an app on those phones. The 3rd person does not own a cellphone at all. He just retired from where I work 3
months ago. Does the government provide you with a free phone or do they force you to buy one? I don't see where anyone can tell you
what you have to buy. That's as ridiculous as vaccine mandates. The 2 people that had the 3G mip phones did upgrade to a 4G Tracfone Flip
phone from Wal-Mart for $20. Can those phones download apps?

With that said, S. Korea has been doing this since Feb of 2020. It was not forced upon their citizens, but everyone gladly volunteered to
download the Covid-19 tracker app. There's no way to social distance over there, especially in cities like Seoul. So everyone gladly
downloaded the app and followed the rules. Like in the UK, if you got sent a quarantine notice and didn't comply, you would be Oned!
However, in S.Korea you could go get tested after 3 days and if you tested negative you could end your quarantine early. I think Australia
has been doing something similar to this as well.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is wild to me.. I was just watching a Joe Rogan interview of Edward Snowden talking about our phones and it was really quite
scary - we're well under way to transhumanism, eh?  Yeesh!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Spain there are no immunity passports, the judges have prohibited them despite the fact that many autonomous communities
have requested it. The government has not imposed it. Unfortunately, the RadarCOVID mobile control is now being tested, although it
follows the most guaranteed technical standards with the privacy of users in compliance with all the recommendations made by the
European Commission in this regard. In this way, no user can be identiOed or located because there is no data registered and
because the entire process takes place on their phone without going to any server. Both the use of the app and the communication
of a possible contagion will always be voluntary.

The application uses the terminal's Bluetooth connection, through which mobile phones emit and observe anonymous identiOers of
other phones that change periodically. When two terminals have been close for 15 minutes or more, two meters or less apart, both
keep the anonymous identiOer issued by the other.

If any user were diagnosed positive for COVID-19 after undergoing a PCR test, they would decide whether to give their consent for an
anonymous notiOcation to be sent through the health system. In this way, the mobiles that had been in contact with the patient
would receive a warning about the risk of possible contagion and instructions would be provided on how to proceed. By not
requesting data of any kind, it is impossible to identify or locate any user in any way.

Currently, the European Commission is developing the legal and technical framework that enables interoperability between
applications based on the decentralized model, such as RadarCOVID, so that they can continue to function beyond the borders of
each State. The Spanish Government has defended from the beginning an interoperable model to expand the scope of this type of
tool.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As an infosec professional for 40 years, I can not begin to tell you how STUPID this is!  Its one more system to get PWND by the "bad
guys" and use it against you for anything from selling you crap to identity theft!!! Just like the  internet that had so much promise - its
all being perverted and twisted.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something has been rattling around in my unvaxed brain and troubling me about Colin Powell's death.  I have Onally identiOed it.  It is known
that there are immune and cardiovascular risks linked to the jab.  Admittedly, Colin Powell had a blood cancer.  However, Orst of all, that
should be considered a contraindicating risk factor.  The question that should have been asked was this... if he was already so near death,
why would they have bothered to vax him.  So, my conclusion is that he was not expected to die this early.  The jab was either given to him
in the expectation that it would help him live a much longer or he was intentionally murdered.  Which is it?  You just don't give a person at
death's door this sort of injection and expect it to beneOt them.  Regardless, we can conclude that his life was cut short.

Regardless of your thoughts about this man or his politics, I would ask the question... Was he in some way noncompliant?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had the same thoughts and I immediately came to the conclusion that he was murdered. These jabs are nothing more than a way
for the government to weed-out all of the "eaters". If you are a burden on society they want you dead. It's how Nazi Pelosi plans to
pay back the $3.5 trillion. "It's FREE, it's PAID FOR"!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the "vaccines" against the whuan coronavirus progressively weaken the immune system and cause hyperinmammation (ADE), it is
evident that people with cancer worsen their condition and die soon. In addition, the "vaccines" against Covid-19, cause cancer.

Dr. Ryan Cole, a board certiOed pathologist and owner and operator of an Idaho-based diagnostic laboratory, has released shocking
new information on how coronavirus “vaccines” are causing a massive “spike” in autoimmune diseases and Cancer.

‘20 TIMES INCREASE’ OF CANCER IN VACCINATED PATIENTS

www.lifesitenews.com/news/idaho-doctor-reports-a-20-times-increase-of-..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have always said...this is all a pipeline for assured ongoing proOts for big Pharma for decades decades to come. A healthy society is
not a proOtable society. The injection fallout of increased autoimmune issues and cancers is a goldmine for drug-makers.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read somewhere today, Colin Powell may also have been diagnosed with Parkinsons. Gotta wait a couple more days for reality to hit
the reporting.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was pondering the same.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Powell was also exposed to Agent Orange which causes cancer and the jab prolly exacerbated it …
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish I could Ond the chiropractor who had the video of a man's levels pre-vax and then after-vax.  It answered so many questions
(like my by GF's husband was in the ER and now is awaiting a cat scan because he either has hodgkins, heart failure, or a bacterial
infection... the paper lists it in this order) - stupid scary time!
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bullies openly show how they disregard us as free beings. They are currently restrained by constitutions and laws although they bluff
and pretend those don't exist. Don't comply. Examine the aspects of your life where you think they have you in a bind, where you think you
have to do it their way. You'll Ond you have inOnite choices, all of which are better than those they sell us.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It doesn't surprise me that Bozo's mandate is a mirage.   He doesn't have any substance himself, particularly when it comes to the validity of
his "election" which has an election equivalency  (EE) of <.01 ARR.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We received a notice in the mail from the UK based company my husband works for giving the mandate for vaccination or termination.
 Unfortunately for my friend's husband who works at the same facility, he fears he will have to get the jab or lose his job, the job he trained
for years for.  Back when his wife had covid for 9 days, he cared for her the whole time and didn't catch it.  Which probably means he has
had it or has natural immunity.  Many I know who have had it didn't know they had it until they donated blood and then were told they had
the antibodies.

It' get very real when your livelihood is about to be taken away.  Apparently congress doesn't have the same restrictions, or people working
for pOzer - they have the option also - pretty sure they have over 100 employees - so what's the deal?  Really, what's the deal?  What's the
deal when those working for the World Health Organization are also given the option to get it or don't get it, but IRL, American citizens are
being FORCED, not immigrants, not congress, not postal workers ... I don't get it.  You know - when you pick and choose who is forced and
who isn't, it seems like we're not playing the same game.  For some, especially those who are discerning NOT to get the jab, it's like Russian
roulette.  

I still can't believe Biden's been allowed to push forward with this.  He must stand to lose a TON if he can't make the USA bend to his will.  I
wonder what the punishment will be... what are 'they' threatening Biden with?   I mean, we know it's unAmerican and yet it's happening.  So
how far above America doe this go?  Do we even have an America anymore? Everyone mask up.  Everyone keep apart. We're locking you
down.  No Thanksgiving.  New PCR tests coming.  No early help with covid via clinically proven antivirals.  Boosters and mu shots.  Green
passes.  What's next guys?  Gonna F with our food?  Stop cargo ships from unloading?  More mandates?  What?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about this news ?: Despite manufacturing and promoting its “safe and effective” Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccines” to
the public, pharmaceutical giant POzer reportedly will not require them for your own employees. Leaked images of a "conOdential"
POzer brochure written by executive vice president and chief human resources o\cer, Payal Betcher, show that POzer is defying the
effort of bogus "president" Joe Biden to convince the private sector to force the shooting the employees.
www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/08/12/report-conOdential-documents-re..  

You have deOned it very well RANDY: "I suppose it all comes down to who is doing the discriminating ... different set of rules for the
Billionaires' Club!"
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are the country’s lawyers.  We have thousands.  Surely they are the ones to sort this mess out.  Are American judges bought?
 If not why aren’t they Oghting for people’s rights?  When I was still working OSHA always ruled in favour of the  employee.  Again,
where are our lawyers, law makers, governors, mayors?  Shame on every last one of you for not speaking out for the people who
voted you into o\ce.  Shame.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui - right?!  POzer is so conOdent in their vaccine that they simply give others the option?  Are there less than 100 people there?  Are
they not spreaders, some magical form of persons like our congress who can't spread it?   It's RIDIK!

exmouth - I want to know the same thing, only we already know which judges are corrupt.  Well, either corrupt or have skeletons
being held against them to keep them quiet.   After the election thing (I don't care who we all voted for, when you saw it was rigged
and nothing happened, at that point I pretty much knew American was over, my friends in Detroit witnessed Orst hand stuff that
made them realize the giant they were Oghting... there's no going back from it and it was the perfect storm to bring covid on its heals
- because they made us powerless.  We all sit and talk about it, but who's stopping it?  

The only thing I feel I can do, at this point, is stand Orm.  For others, losing their livelihood isn't an option.  By me 1500 walked out of
a huge government run facility - think the news is reporting it?  NOPE.   I asked the wife of a security guard there -she said this isn't
the only place they're hushing it.   Then we talked about SW airlines... Censorship in our United States of America.   I don't know -
when's it going to stop?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It comes down to this: What  is the point of getting the dangerous biologic to keep a job,  if most ANY of the adverse effects
identiOed (so  far) in VAERS incapacitate you... BTW, as a happier side note, I love your screen name.  I'm a mezo ;-)
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So an employer, who has not been vaccinated, but whose employees have, would be Oned $70,000 or $700,000 by arriving for work, to
manage his business, whether by computer, off site access, or from being there personally? It seems to me that now would be a good time
to go out of business, sell off the business if it is a  viable option and retire with whatever money is in the bank, to live on - which is "sort of",
what I have done.

When the President can bankrupt the very people who pay the taxes which support the political institution that he represents there is
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When the President can bankrupt the very people who pay the taxes which support the political institution that he represents there is
something really wrong with the whole setup and it is time to get out and move on with your life in ways that impact less on you personally,
and your wife and kids, bearing in mind that POzer (and others) are experimenting with their gene therapy on kids 6 months and older now,
so that in all probability, if your babies 6 months up, are not vaccinated, before Christmas, you will be punished by the Government -
possibly by having them forcibly removed for vaccination, or worse.

There is only one person, Biden, who is the President - can't someone remove him forcibly from the Presidency and the Democrat Party as a
whole and put in place someone who will turn things around and make America great again - NOT TRUMP and no vaccines and start your
own Crimes Against Humanity, against EVERYONE who has beneOted in any way, with this murder, whether by doing what they were told, or
just going along with it, or instigated it?
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I have no idea.  I think we're on the same wavelength this am though.  How did they get this far? We've been watching this for 19
months now... draconian doesn't even begin to speak of the measures they're taking for this.  Our America is being dissolved under
very poor leadership.  I get now why Trump wanted us out of the WHO.  I get now why Gates and Fauci wanted us back in.   I'm not
playing dice with these guys - but livelihoods are at risk here!  And if their end game is people not working, then at that point, they
want the backbone of America to collapse.  It's a lose lose.
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That's what most small manufacturing (mom-n-pop) plants did in the 1990's after Bill Clinton made it mandatory for employers of 50
or more employees to provide health insurance. Biden is part of that same Clinton-cult that wants to destroy all small businesses.
The bigger companies that could afford to move went to places like Mexico or China.
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The problem with removing Joe Biden is that Kamala Harris would be his replacement. Why do you think he picked her for VP? He
knew the election was rigged in his favor and there was no way he could lose. So he picked the worst person on the planet for VP.
This ensures that no one tries to impeach him. Even if you got Kamala impeached, Nazi Pelosi would be her replacement! It's all well
orchestrated! You go from bad to worse, to even worse, to HORRIBLY WORSE!! That's why no one on either side even brings it up.
They are praying he lives 3 more years!
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Yup, LOOK hard at Kamala Harris...historically, US presidents who want little to know interference often choose very weak running
mates. This is a good example.
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Richard

What about your employees? Did you teach them how to get all the beneOts of unemployment and welfare available to them?
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The most glaring issues of all is Congress has exempted itself and its staff from vaccine mandates! EXEMPTED from Covid mandates: All
of US Congress plus all Congressional staff, House, and the Senate. 6,000 White House employees. 2,500 POzer, 1,500 Moderna, and
120,000 Johnson and Johnson employees. 15,000 CDC and 14,000 FDA employees. 8 million Chinese students in this country [USA]. 2
million illegal aliens are exempted. They don’t have to get the shot.
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SelOsh.
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Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM
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Do you have a few links where this data was derived or originated?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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I read Moderna and the FDA were making it mandatory - did that change?  But POzer is optional.  The whole thing with congress and
postal workers - it doesn't make sense!!  Doesn't seem like we're all playing on the same playground, does it?  This is BS.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Well, it's very simple to Ogure out that one sided equation. Nearly everyone you just named off vote Democratic. Kill off the
Republicans and all the old folks. People tend to start leaning more conservative as they age. So by targeting the middle class
laborers and the elderly you cover most of those that would vote Republican. This has Nazi Pelosi's name written all over it.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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"Nazi Pelosi's". Good one there, Jim!
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Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM
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Just tonight, I found a business closed because they didn't have enough workers. I learned the workers are being required to get the jab.
The workers are quitting. And why not? They get more money staying home?  I went to the grocery store to get cat food - the shelves are
empty... not just sparse, but empty. I then went to the pet store. The shelves are sparse. The workers are like zombies, shrugging their
shoulders. "It is what it is," they say. Oblivious! This is insanity. We must Oght back. Get smart people: https://plandemicseries.com/  Let's
go Brandon! #FJB
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Yes, deOnitely, #FJB. And why cat food? I can still get toilet paper where I am, but cat food has vanished with the exception of salmon
and tuna mavors. What's so special about the other mavors?
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jamNjim
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Biden's mandate excludes everyone that refuses the jab from getting unemployment beneOts. Those are beneOts you are entitled
too. The legality of this is questionable. So anyone thinking they can just wait until they are Ored has a rude awakening coming!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Goodhands, that's scary stuff. Amazon is destroying food instead of donating it, and now you have humans eating cat food??? Here's
one back at you! www.bbc.com/.../business-58961836
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Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM
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rrealrose, thanks for the link. I'd like to say that I'm shocked to hear that Amazon is cheating and lying to Congress, but my cynical
side refuses to be surprised. You don't get to be a billionaire in this country without breaking the law a lot.
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valerih
Joined On 1/13/2014 6:27:44 PM
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thank you - you have provided all the info our group needs to attend the BOS tomorrow and ream them a new one! thanks so much- your
wonderfully written material will be put to good use in Moron county- CA
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"In 2010, Lloyd's of London, one of the largest insurance markets in the world, published a report titled, "Electro-magnetic Oelds from mobile
phones: recent developments." This report compares electromagnetic Oelds (EMFs) to the asbestos disaster on Page 15 of 26... While this
report is 11 years old, and primarily discusses the adverse health effects associated with EMF exposure in the context of brain cancer,
which of course is not the only major health issue correlated with exposure, the comparison between EMFs and asbestos is both striking
and highly disturbing. Interestingly, in 2015, Lloyd's of London created a pollution exclusion from their policies related to risks that may
arise due to exposure to EMFs." www.americansforresponsibletech.org/post/2010-lloyd-s-of-london-report..
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Now with graphene oxide injected into the ignorant bodies of billions of brain dead people  ...and unknown amounts sprinkled over
your food and produce  and washing machines and water and clothing and and 5G  pumping out trillions of watts of RF Poisoning all
over billions of people sleeping or walking or working or eating , studying, living life  .....2/3 of earth will perish.....the "Great Culling
Wars"  / World War three will continue on just like its written on stone tablets in the farmland of Georgia  The Georgia Guidestones
are a granite monument erected in 1980 in Elbert County, Georgia, in the United States. A set of ten guidelines is inscribed on the
structure in eight modern languages and a shorter message is inscribed at the top of the structure in four ancient language scripts.
The monument stands at an approximate elevation of 750 feet (230 m) above sea level, about 90 miles (140 km) east of Atlanta, 45
miles (72 km) from Athens, Georgia and 9 miles (14 km) north of the center of the city of Elberton.

One slab stands in the center, with four arranged around it. A capstone lies on top of the Ove slabs, which are astronomically aligned.
An additional stone tablet, which is set in the ground a short distance to the west of the structure, provides some notes on the
history and purpose of the guidestones. The structure is sometimes referred to as an "American Stonehenge".[1] The monument is
19 feet 3 inches (5.87 m) tall, made from six granite slabs weighing 237,746 pounds (107,840 kg) in all.[2] The anonymity of the
guidestones' authors and their apparent advocacy of population control, eugenics, and internationalism have made them an object of
controversy and conspiracy theories.
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en.wikipedia.org/.../Georgia_Guidestones    go look them up  or zoom in on goggle earth 34°13′55″N 82°53′40″W
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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written on the Georgia Guide stone is this :  A message consisting of a set of ten guidelines or principles is engraved on the Georgia
Guidestones[8] in eight different languages, one language on each face of the four large upright stones. Moving clockwise around
the structure from due north, these languages are: English, Spanish, Swahili, Hindi, Hebrew, Arabic, Traditional Chinese, and Russian.

• Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature. • Guide reproduction wisely—improving Otness and
diversity. • Unite humanity with a living new language. • Rule passion—faith—tradition—and all things with tempered reason. •  Protect
people and nations with fair laws and just courts. • Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court. • Avoid
petty laws and useless o\cials. • Balance personal rights with social duties. • Prize truth—beauty—love—seeking harmony with the
inOnite. • Be not a cancer on the Earth—Leave room for nature

This one is perplexing  " Avoid petty laws and u   this states  all this BS from pukes like Biden and the pack ,of pedos   are  >> "
useless o\cials."
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, mrrobb, globalism is the end result of the evil concentration of control of the many by the few. We must regain our power by
being individually responsible for seeing the truth of this tyranny imposed by the globalist elites. We must Oght for a human face
with solidarity, love and peace. We must not allow ourselves to be invaded by transhumanism and a devastating technocracy.

Unfortunately deception and lies reign on our planet, powerful hierarchies, indoctrination of people, and students, managing the
media. Bill Gates belongs to a globalized capitalism of great power and world domination. Bill Gates with his money is promoting the
technology of death: GMOs, 5G, reproduction techniques, vaccines, etc., they are horsemen of the apocalypse who are feeding
disease and degradation of the planet. It is a project of domination and power through the control of natural resources, through
coercive and violent mechanisms that what they have achieved is to reproduce the germ of indiscriminate exploitation and genocidal
destruction of the environment, to sustain a machinery of death. . The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Rockefeller
Foundation, has spent many years declaring war on democratic principles, the rights and freedoms of people, and ultimately war on
life.
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We are in a world most people really think that they are free, that they are in control, they believe that they can choose, that they can
decide, but unfortunately it is not like that. Medical students enter with the hope of saving lives, investigating to defeat disease, and
end up surrendered to the teaching of the medical maOa that dominates the university Oeld. It is the way to be instructed in a false
medicine, to be able to Onally obtain one of those o\cial imperial diplomas. They end up being accepted, certiOed and hired by the
leaders.

In exchange for stamped pieces of paper called diplomas, men and women forever lose their ability to think independently and see
the world with their own eyes. As a reward for their submission, the opportunities to obtain prestigious positions in society and in
institutions, the universities themselves, placing them in a decadent reality. Humanity must say enough! People must seek their own
qualities, they must resist the threat of indoctrination, they must follow a sustainable economic model where the health and integrity
of ecosystems is respected. Vandana Shiva expresses it in these wonderful words:

“We can seed another future, deepen our democracies, reclaim our commons, regenerate the earth as living members of a One Earth
Family, rich in our diversity and freedom, one in our unity and interconnectedness. It is a healthier future. It is one we must Oght for. It
is one we must claim. "
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EMF/smart meters/China's already working on 6 and 7G/ who knows what the future holds. After I saw the Georgia Guidestones on
Conspiracy Theory, I literally jumped in the car.  It was like 2 hours and some odd minutes away.   It was crazy peaceful out there.
 They call for 500,000,000 only on the planet, but I believe that has been changed to between 500-1B ... I had this awful feeling when
they started experimenting on us with food and GMOs that something wasn't right - we aren't being protected, the FDA has made that
quite clear.

Same with the EPA, if you think about it.  They're not protecting us, so what are they doing?  They're experimenting on us.  Boggles
the mind. Another episode, Jesse spoke to a doctor about the culling of the population - the one lady said they were already doing it
through our food (yup) - the doctor said the Onal straw would be a mass vaccination campaign across the entire planet.   I read the
blog of a guy who made fun of that episode - "We're in 2016, still hasn't happened."  ...pfft, I wonder what that guy is thinking now?!!
hmmmm
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T^his is 100% FAKED ....this is NOT braindead Biden....this is NOT the 'KidSniffer"  this is a fake and stand in ...

More Big LIES shoved up your bumms .. And Millions Eat  this Sh!t up....LOL......they TOOK IT !!!  Hook ,line, n sinker!!!

MORE  proven facts that everyone ignores because they and "Educated' (Brain Washed) with better 'education'...>>

Hitler had bases the other side of the south (pole) wall and that is why Adm.. Byrd was sent to the south pole (wall)

www.youtube.com/watch      listening to  Byrd "other side the south pole"   was sent to the South Pole to "locate some bases"  .... I
witnessed this TV program in person as I am 76....

I believe the worlds people have been duped many times...with many 'Big Lies' as the 'Big Lie ' idea is centuries old....and with the great aid
of TV and newspapers , books and forced 'education' billions have been successfully "Brain Washed" into believing vast amounts of basic
lies ....also known and 'Bullsh!t'.....with massive lies like : moon walk , hullocust , 6 million , spinning ball earth , polio , swine mu, and on and
on..along with covid , and 'neeeded vaccines'   and on and on...lie after lie  and people eat this up.hook line n sinker..billions gobble this crap
up  ....   \

Hitler used the Big Lie and wrote about it  >>  www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/excerpts-from-mein-kampf

The World is run by few  and here is what the world best chess player said about that>>>  
www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Oscher-speaks-jews

more  about the proven FACTS about Hitler  >  thegreateststorynevertold.tv

watch all 26  parts...which will be the Final Solution to today problems..and it is really "all about the MONEY"  but  whos money ????  wake
up

And I am on MyMountain..smiling...in the rain
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Somebody please comment on "Excessive Ones" referred to in the 5th and 8th amendments (Bill of Rights). Many state constitutions
include the Federal constitution as "the supreme law of the land".  So these laws apply at the state level too.
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It only gets worse.

If the New South Wales Government (Australia) are successful in having this new law passed it is game set and match for business owner
in NSW  and more than likely the other States and Territories will follow suit.

www.mondaq.com/australia/employee-rights-labour-relations/1121626/this..  

www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/bill/Oles/3835/First%20Print.pdf?fbclid=IwA..  

And I thought I was on an isolated island that was safe for this hysteria
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iver01, clicked on your link to read: Public Health Amendment (Vaccination Compensation) Bill 2021

An Act to amend the Public  Health  Act  2010 to provide for the payment of compensation to workers who suffer injury, loss or
damage as a result of a requirement to be vaccinated.  Great news for workers if passed, and to the cause of freedom.  Confused by
your comment
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Totalitarianism is alive and well in America. You’d have to be brain dead to believe these measures have anything to do with guarding the
public health.
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catmom979
Joined On 6/2/2021 11:23:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't the Parliamentarian throw vaccine mandates out of this bill the way she did minimum wage out of the other one? Doesn't seem like it
should be there.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This calls for another Boston Tea Party.  NO TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's extremely unfortunate but kind of to be expected, I guess, that you have one Irish Catholic of courage and true and righteous servant of
the people, he gets killed for it; and you have another Irish Catholic who is a weak and senile man, a blundering idiot, really, who is causing
irreparable harm to his own people and all of humanity. It's sad!
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And you have the nephew of the Irish Catholic who got killed for it bravely and steadfastly sticking his neck out and being pilloried in
the press and by his family for it.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UgghLLy greedy, twisted, and insane scheming Evil continuously.
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_Tn1s_
Joined On 6/18/2021 3:11:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Executive Orders" apply to the executive branch only.  No executive orders apply to me.
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earthlover
Joined On 11/29/2006 8:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Companies that have more than 100 employess should subdivide their company or make some of them contractors in the meantime, if they
don't want to be liable for these Ones.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HI earthlover, yes, you have the answer.  Repeating:  "Companies that have more than 100 employees should subdivide their
company or make some of them contractors in the meantime, if they don't want to be liable for these Ones." Well done, I must say!
 What a beautiful pushback.  And not too di\cult or expensive for a small business I think.  In the 1980's there was a drive on to
increase small businesses in Ontario, Canada - there were courses that were government assisted, where you paid a fee to attend,
but it was worthwhile and familiarized new owners with many useful aspects of being in business.  At the time I owned a tank trailer
business and the courses were genuinely helpful.  

The most signiOcant take away for me from Dr. Reiner Fuellmich's latest video is that Merkel, Gates, Aznar (Spain), Macron, Trudeau,
Jacinda Ardern (NZ), individually applied to attend a course run by Klaus Schwab - the education was associated with becoming a
global leader.  This explains why they're performing the planetary hand-in-glove.  Cambridge Dictionary:  hand in glove meaning: 1.
working together, often to do something dishonest. www.globalresearch.ca/video-the-pandemic-is-a-global-coup-detat-reiner..
 Video: The Pandemic is a Global Coup d’état. Reiner Füllmich - The famous lawyer Dr Reiner Füllmich speaks exclusively to Free
West Media on the topic of the pandemic and the draconian measures that many countries have adopted, and how he and others will
be challenging this in court. By Free West Media and Abraham AbdulKarim \ Global Research, October 16, 2021 \ Free West Media
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earthlover
Joined On 11/29/2006 8:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Retsbew Hi.

Thanks for the link.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The question is: they've gotten more than half of us to accept the jab .... so what is in the shot that ALL of us must have?  Is it 5G control?
 Everyone can see that the jab is not stopping covid ~ as we all know people who got the shot but still got covid and gave it to someone
else.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is not the real, Biden....its just a fake , look alike ....LOL...6 months ago the real Biden couldnt even carry on a complete sentence...this
fake is reading quite well......I wonder how much this creep gets paid  to "Be da President"  .........I wonder if he sniffs kids too?...prolly just
another 'old dude'  Im still on MyMountain....smiling..... here is an appropriate song  to ponder over.... www.youtube.com/watch
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha ha ha.... this IS the real Biden, he is now taking Mercola's supplements for brain health... Speaking of the good doc, he is literally
saving the world right now with this site... hugs and kisses to him and his family of helpers...
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

202002, Naw  this guys a fake..the Sniffer Biden has different eyes and teeth are the give-a-way... 100% this guys a stand-in .a
 fake....  facial construction  is wrong . eye distance and size and mouth is close but its NOT the orginal "oldSniffer' kid molester
Biden
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've thought the same thing. He doesn't even smile like he used to. Medication or double, we little people will never know. I'm glad
others are thinking the same thing.   We old heads remember Hitler having 4 doubles and we couldn't tell exactly which one was the
real Hitler. Found a burned body that was supposed to be him. Lots of rumors from Redstone Arsenal where so many German
scientist were captured,  or surrendered to the USA and kept after WW2 so not to be captured by the Russians. They were sure
helpful (to be modest) in the rocket, and spaceship going to the moon.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sopricon... Hitler had bases the other side of the south (pole) wall and that is why Adm.. Byrd was sent to the south pole (wall)

www.youtube.com/watch      listening to  Byrd "other side the south pole"   was sent to the South Pole to "locate some bases"  .... I
witnessed this TV program in person as I am 76....

I believe the worlds people have been duped many times...with many 'Big Lies' as the 'Big Lie ' idea is centuries old....and with the
great aid of TV and newspapers , books and forced 'education' billions have been successfully "Brain Washed" into believing vast
amounts of basic lies ....also known and 'Bullsh!t'.....with massive lies like : moon walk , hullocust , 6 million , spinning ball earth ,
polio , swine mu, and on and on..along with covid , and 'neeeded vaccines'   and on and on...lie after lie  and people eat this up.hook
line n sinker..billions gobble this crap up  ....   \

Hitler used the Big Lie and wrote about it  >>  www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/excerpts-from-mein-kampf

The World is run by few  and here is what the world best chess player said about that>>>  
www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Oscher-speaks-jews

more  about the proven FACTS about Hitler  >  thegreateststorynevertold.tv

watch all 26  parts...which will be the Final Solution to today problems..and it is really "all about the MONEY"  but  whos money ????
 wake up

And I am on MyMountain..smiling...in the rain
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the majority had not complied in the Orst place, we would not be here.  The majority created this in their blind ignorance!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Now is the time to speak out in peaceful protest in order to compel positive changes in support of health and overall freedom." "Peaceful
protest" ?? NO ! That has already been tried over the past two years ! It is long past the time for loud, resolutely deOant, forceful, aggressive,
hot speech against mask and "vaccine" mandates, and against paying any related One of any amount.  It is long past the time to make the
sociopaths and psychopaths among civilians in our families, workplaces, neighborhoods, cities, towns, and all government employees at all
levels of government (all of whom sociopaths or psychopaths with tyrannical aspirations) understand--by means of our Osts and Orearms
employed in our self-defense to the death, if they insist--that they are no one's masters/owners, and human beings are not their legitimate
slaves or stockyard animals.

Mandates are not lawful, not constitutional; and even if they were, they would still be wrong, immoral, unjust, for they violate every human
being's legitimate individual rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and private property rights. That which is unjust,
immoral does not obligate anyone to comply with it. Those who try to physically force jabs and masks deserve jabs of hot lead and fatal
blows from Osts, and masks consisting of six feet of soil over their dead bodies ! Defying mask and jab mandates comprise the hill that I
resolve to die on.  I urge you to resolve to do likewise. They will murder you in the name of "mask and vaccine enforcement"; however, after
they have done that, they will have your dead body--but not your obedience. And YOU will have won, not they, for you will have died as you
had lived: on YOUR terms, not theirs, or anyone else's.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please... look at the peaceful protest on Jan 6th, those people are still in jail..... do nothing to let them put you in jail.... protest, yes,
but please very peaceful... and record it all.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right-wing extremist sentiments from arthur.... negative and hateful, not in the spirit of Dr Mercola's mission, and comment site
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dobbie606
Joined On 4/12/2013 9:48:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

food for thought...brasscheck.com/video/a-pilot-speaks/ A PILOT SPEAKS - SCOTT WALKER: A U.S. airline pilot managed to get a message
about what’s going on  in the air through intense media censorship. All the usual news media suspects and legions of useful idiots (i.e.
losers) are doing their best to discredit the guy. (Example: “He runs a health supplement business.” Meanwhile Anderson Cooper Vanderbilt
of CNN gets his salary from Pharma.) Reality: Most of the pilots mying major airlines are military trained. Over 40% of active military
members had not received the experimental medical procedure being called a vaccine and had to be compelled to receive them. There are
hundreds of thousands of young veterans – not beholden to military orders – and many of them who are pilots, like Scott Walker, are saying
no.

USFREEDOMFLYERS.ORG We Call The Shots, Not Them! US Freedom Flyers currently encompasses all travel and transportation-a\liated
industries, including all employees, unionized or not, who are affected by the Federal Government’s Covid-19 Vaccine Mandates. Whether
you’re a pilot, might attendant, mechanic, dispatcher, gate agent, ramper, or passenger we have room for you! In addition, we seek to be an
inclusive organization contributing to the support of other industries.  If you are in other transportation industries, such as shipping,
trucking, bussing, etc. please join our organization! If you are in an industry other than transportation and travel, we welcome you also, and
want to collaborate with you to help
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great video !!!   yeah Scott Walker, there is hope!!! support   www.usfreedommyers.org
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all these spurious mandates ordered from the (one man) executive branch why not just declare America an absolute monarchy and be
done with it?
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if Dr Mercola is aware of the fact that they are going after his business.... in that 3.5 Trillion dollar bill is a provision that says big
pharma gets total control of the supplement industry, they get to produce and sell all vitamins and supplements.  And business like Mercola
are illegal unless he buys from the drug cartel. This entire pandemic is about putting everyone out of business except the few (Mike Lindell
from My Pillow is even out of business as no store will sell his products).  They own all media so we get no info ~~ except here!  Is there
any hope???   Please don't buy from Amazon or WalMart!!! And don't wear a mask... or get a vax... the only way this will end is if everyone
objects.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have ordered from Mike Lindell directly from his company
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Build our own everything is our only hope. A big problem with that? People prefer doing things the old way and refuse to adapt. It will
also require hard work and making do with less STUFF.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need a parallel economy. With its own currency. In a pinch all kinds of alternatives to cash are possible.
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m.g1459
Joined On 10/22/2019 11:02:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is no one mentioning the fact that the O\ce of the President of US cannot create a Law? Presidential Functions are part of the
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH of US government.  THE President’s position is  to enforce Laws.  NOT CREATE THEM?!?  This mandate is an
egregious violation of "US Common Code  45 CFR § 46.116 - General requirements for informed consent".  Which is based upon the
Nuremberg Code.   He’s overstepping his bounds while totally ignoring the duties he swore under oath to uphold.   Are there any Lawyers in
the forum that know how any of this can be counteracted, whether or not an OSHA mandate has o\cially been created.  What government
o\cials do we need to contact?  What wording should be Used?
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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Good idea !
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was a time when peaceful protests could inmuence government entities to change. That time is long gone. This is Agenda 2030 being
implemented, and there is no "pause" button or "stop" button. Their motto is "damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead".
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take their motto and run with it, dam the torpedoes and full speed ahead !!!  Do not roll over, these are the last days of our lives, no
mask no vax, and write your senator and spread the word, this is a fake pandemic, nurses will tell you, they had to Ore 50% of their
staff so the hospitals would be overwhelmed and yet this last year and prior had no more mu & covid cases than any other year.  It's
all to own & control the world, make us all poor, no middle class to threaten them.... Oght !   The plan is to take your bank account and
"give" you a "good" life.... they will own everything and you will be happy  --- or die.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They own a lot and want to own everything. Asking nicely will not change their minds. This is meant to wreck the economy as Biden's
handlers know. Keep rolling with the punches. Be adaptable and resourceful. Follow the Corbett Report and the Bell Review for ideas.
For now if you have more than 100 employees and the mandate passes see about subdividing the company or letting some work
from home as freelance consultants. A good long term goal is Onding a form of currency exchange that is untaxable. The dollar is
MEANT to implode,.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 4:40:35 PM
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Charla57
Joined On 9/6/2016 9:25:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This crime minister in canada needs to take a look at  STATUTES OF CANADA  2017 - I have to start carrying this around with me
everywhere i go, we used to be an easy going country we never had to Oght for our rights. NOW we do. One thing is I would hate to see is us
becoming a communist state I heard that is where it is going we are Oghting against it. This is not a link just an address
 http://www.parl.gc.ca
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a grassroots group determined to bind together and Oght the Biden airline industry mandates. Please share and join, regardless of
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This is a grassroots group determined to bind together and Oght the Biden airline industry mandates. Please share and join, regardless of
your country of residence. If the US can knock these down, other countries will follow suit and I say this from Fascist Canada :(   We can no
longer my anywhere without being jabbed.  We Canadians — the US’ best friend— needs your help out of our prison.
 www.usfreedommyers.org/how-you-can-help
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FainZi
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:16:32 AM
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www.youtube.com/watch    Good news - hooray Sen. Dan Sullivan (R-AK)
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good video, he says Biden does not have the authority over your employees... it's unconstitutional and shows contempt towards us,
the people.  He thinks there will be many lawsuits and Biden will lose them all.  He says don't Ore your employees. Just think of how
much this has cost us!!!!  We paid the airline industry to shut down and all businesses... my cousin got 90,000. USD a year to close
his business, if you accept money (payola) you cannot sue.  We also paid the whole world to shut down!!!  we paid, our tax dollars.
 And now they want to starve us as they have shut down the supply chain. Democrats wake up, get rid of Biden!
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governon Ron DeSantis, mentioned by Mirandola earlier is pushing back on vaccine passports, keeping businesses open and showing
Biden how humanity coupled with common sense is still alive in Florida: dossier.substack.com/.../freedom-prevails-morida-registers  And
Jon Rappoport  proposes a religious exemption for the whole world against the vaccine:
blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/19/the-vaccine-a-religious-exemption-f..
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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The mandate is completely in contravention to the Nuremberg Protocols declared at the end of WW2 which were speciOcally created to
prevent ANYONE from being forced to accept any form of experimental medical treatment.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The good news, if there is good news, a lot of these media productions, the bullying and threats, are recorded for posterity. Someone
like Mikki or someone else, may decide to cut and paste them back in a documentary, to show the world how these mini-tyrants are
acting.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are also unconstitutional. As if that matters. Emperor Joe wipes his butt with that document.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris, I totally agree.
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DEFINING THIS AS AN "ORDER" WHEN IT IS NOT AN OFFICIAL EXECUTIVE ORDER IS A STRETCH
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Arrowheadmaker
Joined On 9/15/2020 10:23:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who would be the ones to Enforce it ?  The police who are suppose to work for we the people, or maybe the military who also work for us, or
is this all going to come down to the point of a gun, at us citizens.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both the military and police are being downsized. So I guess the IRS agents will? Xiden hired a crapload of those as he scaled back
and weakened his military.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OSHA! Federal ran occupational safety organization that is 100% liberal that have no goal in their life but to PENALIZE small
business owners.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arrowheadmaker, I don't believe the police or military will ever obey an order to go arrest your or their Aunt Susie and Uncle Ed for
not obeying the goofy mandates. Its all a big bluff and most people like they have shown us will rush to get in the line, pushing and
jumping over one another wanting to be Orst to take a big truck trip to a beautiful green outside pasture with a lake in the middle like
hogs do when they Ond out later its really a trip to the slaughter house.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is so di\cult listening to such a moron as Biden.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He's a pathetic louse. He  is dividing  the  country like no one since 1861!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dividin' Biden
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sippy cup Joe. It's very hard to sit and listen to one of his speeches. I sympathize. I don't want anyone to lose their mind. He has lost
it.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't they Ond a judge to stop this?  They Ond a judge to stop everything else
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Legal system has been corrupted for some time now, maybe since 2009(?) as has the CDC's O\ce of Vaccine Safety - money talks
and bullshit walks.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope. Our only hope to stop this is to become independent. Can we?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What Real said!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, you have the right idea.  You have nothing to lose and everything to gain by becoming self-su\cient. Our government does not
want a self-su\cient population because they are not spending money on getting things Oxed, food in grocery stores because they grow
gardens or raise chickens for eggs, raise bees for honey, etc.  We are incredibly self-su\cient, but when chaos breaks loose, there is no way
a person can be fully prepared for many things that are unforeseen.  You just do the best you can and leave the rest in God's hands.  

Another person person here keeps telling everybody to "Wake up!"  I believe everyone on this site already is.  There are vast amounts of
people that will never wake up because they are demoralized.  The only thing that will wake them up is a military boot to the neck.  Check
out this interview with Yuri Bezmenov who escaped Russia into Canada and what he has to say about creeping Communism.
 www.youtube.com/watch

Onederwoman, I smell some man-hating in your posts.  There are plenty of wicked 3rd wave feminists out there who need their clap-traps
smacked shut.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually....  they don't want people to get anything Oxed any more. They want raw unthinking consumerism. When is the last time you
were able to Ond a cobbler, to mend shoes, or a place to Ox a broken appliance like a toaster?  (as an example)?     But the time is
 approaching I believe where such trades will re-emerge.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm passing out myers and leamets predicting lots of sickness and shortages with rolling blackouts come winter. After the suffering
there will be more red pilled. They have already begun thanks to the vaxx related injuries. Sad this has to happen. But they wouldn't
do any research or ask questions. Partly mental laziness.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If everyone was self su\cient it would shut down small business and cause everyone to be poor.  It's their plan.   I say don't go to
WalMart, Whole Foods or buy from Amazon, etc., instead buy from the small shops, they are our hope for the future.
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Pjpackers
Joined On 11/6/2007 10:33:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It doesn't appear that the vaccine mandate is legal.  The legal system uses the Black's Law Dictionary. thelawdictionary.org/mandate  There
is an action that "We the people of the United States of America" can take on negating the "mandate".
thelawdictionary.org/article/how-to-Ole-for-a-petition-for-writ-of-ma..  Your thoughts?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am printing this out and giving a copy to my friend, thank you for this.  She's so worried about her husband having to get the shot.
 My husband works there too - the parent company is out of the UK and the vaccine requirement letter is  ELEVEN pages long and
starts with: Upon full investigation, our clear understanding of this Executive Order and its implementing regulations is that it
requires all US employees, regardless of business area, to get the covid vaccine unless eligible for medical or religious exemption.
 (the security guard at the giant government facility near me said it will not accept medical or religious exemptions.)  So crazy-
makes you wonder if medical would be 'natural immunity' - but apparently, at the gov't facility, they don't even care.  arrg
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pjpckers,   Our legal system is gone. No politician will enforce the constitution any more for if they do against any other politician,
next week he or she will enforce it against them, whether true or not.  The politicians hold the voting results, Democrats today, and
until we can have identity with picture IDs before being able to vote this crookedness will continue and grow ever stronger. As it is,
we the people don't have a chance. We must get voting fair and right with accuracy back, shouting and waving the mag, holding up
signs, cursing at sporting events, cheering will not do it.Good to see, encouraging, fun to watch, but useless in electing a person.
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kristaoldach
Joined On 10/6/2013 11:03:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shout out to the Moms in California who yesterday took a stand in peaceful protest of school vaccine mandates by pulling their kids out of
school! It’s time for us all to stand up and peacefully protest for our rights.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The number one goal at the beginning of this Oasco was to bankrupt and close forever the small businesses around the world.  Which
makes me think Amazon is at the forefront of this kabal, and wiping out small business is still the main goal.
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020202,  That will never happen no matter how hard anyone tries. There are too many small businesses known to have what we need
and have a conversation on a personal basis since we grew up with them or their kin.  Just go to a local farmers market and see how
many are sitting around in conversation with a bag full of home grown foods, except potatoes from Iowa which we love slowly baked
here!  How many of us call a local electrician or plumber, etc. when we need construction help? That will never change.  What I see is
more going into trades that can be called on to help instead of college.  Trading that was used for ages will become more popular
instead of money or credit cards.  Lawyers, will become almost extinct because of their crooked deals. Handshakes will be the law.
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jjack7977
Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will say this AGAIN........THERE IS NO MANDATE!!....It is A PRESS RELEASE! LOOK IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER!!...........NO EO, NO
MANDATE!!! PERIOD!!! Besides the FACT it does NOT EXIST, even if it did, Mandate IS NOT LAW......EO is NOT LAW!!! STOP THE
SILLYNESS!!!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

for those who work for the federal government or are employed by companies that have contracts with the federal government the
mandate was published in the Federal Register - Executive Order 14043 14 Sep 2021 (you may want to read this:
papers.ssrn.com/.../papers.cfm  (the First General Federal Vaccination Requirement: the OSHA Emergency Temporary Standard for
Covid19 Vaccinations 4 Oct 2021) www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/14/2021-19927/requiring-coro..  about the Federal
Register:  guides.loc.gov/.../federal-register  -

The President has no authority to create law!!  The Executive Orders may carry the weight of law - but they are NOT LAW! The
Constitution does not provide an explicit authority for the President to issue executive orders but has been assumed by all
Presidents from George Washington forward.   ryoc.us/are-executive-orders-law   Only Congress has the Constitutional authority to
create law! See Article 1, Section 1: “All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States, which
shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.”

So why have we allowed these "orders" to be considered law? Because we the people have failed to do our job - which is to oversee
and ensure our representatives do the job we elected them to do for us in accordance with the US Constitution. Congress has the
Constitutional authority to override/rescind any Presidential Executive Order. The Congress works for us. Demand your
representative make legislation to rescind these tyrannical "Orders".
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tell that to LAUSD who won't let kids attend school without the experimental shot that is harming so many and will do so much more
harm in the future!
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mlacomb743
Joined On 8/26/2021 9:50:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about Executive Order 14042? My husband’s company, he works for one of the big federal contractors, saying if he has not started the
vaccine process by Dec 8, 2021 and reported this to HR then they will assume he is “voluntarily resigning”. They are doing his so he will not
be able to collect unemployment. He has worked since the age of 14 and now is 50. They do not care about Americans. I can not work due
to a disability so our family depends on him 100%. So when, Schumer talks about putting food on the table and healthcare for the elderly, I
guess he and the libs don’t care about anyone else.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are ruled by the machine of pharma and big tech, machines have no conscience or feelings, what do we expect?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:51:49 PM
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bcarney11
Joined On 4/18/2020 5:42:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have family members in the same  boat.  They are forced to Oght their company over this because of the exec order   What options
do they have?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:08:34 PM
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mlacomb,  Seek out a black area unemployment counselor. They know all the laws that will get you the most compensation each
month. You might even to have a divorce in the governments eyes but not in Gods eyes. I've seen them advise families in situations
like yours and was amazed at how smart they were and up to date on all the current laws that so many don't know exist. Those in the
know cannot take a job because it pays far less than being unemployed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 12:25:06 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could say it feels un-constitutional on its face and feels like maOa like coercion, but since when did the constitution or law matter anymore
with zero accountability ruling the day.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 8:12:09 AM
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jrobb12yahoo.com
Joined On 10/19/2021 7:49:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

20th US President James GarOeld said this: "The People are responsible for the character of their Congress. If the Body be ignorant,
reckless, and corrupt, it is because the People tolerate ignorance, recklessness,and corruption. If it be intelligent, brave and pure, it is
because the People demand these high qualities...If the next Generation does not Ond us a great Nation...it will be because those who
represent the enterprise, the culture and morality, of the Nation do not aid in the controlling of the political forces." This quote is on the back
of my card for CreatorisLiberty com jrobb12@yahoo.com

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 8:08:07 AM
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Says a lot about most people we know!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:52:39 PM
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What could possibly be wrong with Joe Biden and Justin Trudeau.  When did either of these men become dictator-like statesmen.  What
can explain their behaviour?  One can only conclude that they either have a gun to their head or they are being bought.  Threatened or
bought, what else could have  caused these two neo liberals to behave like Mussolini, Hitler, Idi Amin?  Something odd is taking place.
 Hopefully those that have not been brainwashed yet by the Biden/Trudeau rhetoric will Oght for our rights.  A cold virus cannot be the
reason to strip people of their rights.  It simply makes no sense.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 7:17:06 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Data Mining of Digital Peeping Toms, Stalker's blackmailing????

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 7:21:51 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If both were to die today; I would rejoice!!! There is a special place in hell for both of those POS's! Hey; Creepy Joe - those nanobot
shots do NOT "protect" anyone from anything! You are a WORTHLESS 'human' being!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 9:45:47 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember Ross Perot?  He openly said he decided not to run for president because the left had threatened not only him, but his kids
and wife with death.  Now I totally believe him, the left will go to all ends to get total control, and yes that includes USING a cold virus
as the scape goat to strip people of all their rights, as they control all the media - people actually believe a shot every 6 months and
possibly death from it is better than blowing your nose.  Now that they are getting so much.... there will be no end of what they do.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 10:03:58 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both are puppets. Most of the world is already under the rule of the WEF and the WHO. Especially the 5 I countries. UK, Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, and the USA.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:02:33 PM
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau, Macron and Merckel attended a program structured by Klaus Schwab in the 1990's, the tenets are Onally coming to fruition!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:54:44 PM
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ejf908
Joined On 3/10/2021 9:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one seems to mention that vaccinated folks are producing the variants and spreading them … to each other.  This is another elephant in
the break room.  This fact renders the mandates pathetically stupid.  How is that not correct?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 7:12:47 AM
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glwjrmi
Joined On 10/12/2021 5:23:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's go Brandon...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:57:12 AM
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hahaha!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 7:38:38 AM
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anormn
Joined On 7/29/2021 2:56:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These jabs are not vaccines, which we already knew, but they actually have nothing to do with health and well-being at all. It seems they
have a 2 fold purpose, 1) depopulation and sterilization, and 2) injecting every man, woman, and child on the earth, except those who have
made themselves exempt, with a biological software program that will merge humanity with A.I. via 5 G. This injectable software is the
digital ID that’s necessary for participation in the coming global digital economic system. This digital ID will enable them to track your every
move, and it allows them to monitor who you associate with, which is used to give you a social credit score, where you can be rewarded for
activities the govt approves of, or punished if you do things, or associate with people, the govt doesn’t approve of. What kind of activities do
they deem unacceptable? All one has to do is read the patents for this technology they’re injecting into people, and anyone who attends
religious services or activities associated with religion are automatically penalized, and deemed to need a “stronger vaccine administered”.
A “vaccine” for believing in God? It would seem so: home.frankspeech.com/tv/video/vaccine-patents-track-who-you-associate-..

If this is not the mark of the beast, then I don’t know what else it could be. The jabs are an experiment in transhumanism, as they do alter
your DNA. If we wanted to know what the kingdom of iron & clay Jesus Christ destroys at His 2nd coming looks like, we just need to look at
our world today, where millions of people have already taken the upgrade injections to merge the biological w/ the technological, mirey clay
mixed with iron, just as the prophet Daniel foretold. Daniel also foretold that this kingdom would be a socialist/communist kingdom by
saying the goods would be divided among the people. The false prophet is who “causes all” to take a mark, whereby no one can buy or sell
w/out it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:47:49 AM
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har1548
Joined On 8/20/2021 11:47:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bottom Line- the Wealthy Elite families,  Zionist, Corporations Leaders, IMF, IRS, Federal Reserve, Wall Street are working together to create
a World of Rich and Poor with no middle class. Total control- New World  Order!!!  The Ones in charge want a population control /reduction.
 Covid-19/ mind control  is one of many ways to achieve their goals. I took the Madera shot and had (head to toe) welts after the second
shot not rashes as the report says. I went to my primary  Dr., Dermatologist, Infection Disease Dr for answers, either they don't  know or
can't say anything!  The World  needs a French Revolution- clean house!!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:28:29 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Great Reset cult would like nothing better than to have Americans go through the Reign of Terror. The culmination of the French
Revolution.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:25:14 PM
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

har1548,  Its coming. When we mixed breed (curs) of humans Onally understand and have had enough of being pushed around the
backlash will be swift and bloody. We're confused now but the more we are pushed the quicker we will react. What we need now is a
leader to emerge like those in history did for us to follow at expense of many of our lives to make things right again. Study history
that repeats its self and see who has statutes in our parks. It always takes a while for we the people to see the enemy but when we
do its hell to pay for them. I feel for our children and grandchildren that will die in this conmict, including many crooked politicians of
today and those to come, but the USA will stand once again is not far away. I hope I live to see it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 12:58:44 AM
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fascism is now fast walking, it's no longer just creeping.  Stop this inane insanity!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:15:17 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The #1 issue we face is ACCOUNTABILITY. Unless it is actually enforced in a real way none of this ends. Fauci is the perfect
example. He is still spewing and more emboldened that ever and has been doing so for over 40 years. His accountability is being the
highest paid Government employee. We the people pay him to inmict this corruption and he gets away with it scot-free every time.
ZERO ACCOUNTABILITY

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 8:26:18 AM
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lilmissy
Joined On 2/17/2020 6:12:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If businesses truly believed in freedom, they would divide their companies into smaller entities. Ex: MaPa Meat Dept, MaPa Canned Goods,
etc.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:49:02 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I'd recommend. They will issue another mandate. But that can also be worked around as we edge into the gray market.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:21:10 PM
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ingab1412aol.com
Joined On 9/22/2020 3:51:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG.  I couldn't Onish watching this pathetic video;   just wished to bash the bloody man's head in - based on what I heard.. With all the
pejorative comments about Joe Biden's mental state, is this really him speaking?  He appears to be remarkably coherent.  I am beginning to
think that the far-fetched rumours about actors impersonating him mightn't be that ludicrous after all.. What is it going to take for the
American population to awaken from their hypnotic trance? Warning shots are starting to be Ored across the bows.  Read earlier today that
Albertson's CEO is predicting possible food shortages - although he was downplaying these (somewhat).  Hardly surprising when all the
supply chains are being disrupted because workers are leaving their jobs rather than be subjected to 'vaccine' mandates..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 4:49:27 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree! Listening to these evil criminals, for even a short time, just gives me a headache; and I want to break something! It
doesn't matter why/how we're going to run out of food. It's all part of the plan. Covid is merely a weapon of mass distraction, while
the nanobot shots do their job!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 9:52:56 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is some awakening where I live. But persuading them that our country may become part of a globalist empire, and that these
"life saving vaccines" can cripple or kill or damage like a Mengele experiment makes them shake their heads. Especially since acting
on these ideas requires inconvenience. Before this ends there will be more than minor inconveniences to face. No matter how we
behave.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:07:25 PM
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let me see if this is understood / interpreted by this reader....  PROPERLY. We have $700k to donate to some worthy cause.  Here is a check
so we can avoid the Vaxx mandates? Great... They are home free.  What a money maker for uncle Sam. (recoup some of that billions paid to
Big Pharma).   Come-on, it's only a small tax increase.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 4:42:09 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All you have to do is Ole bankruptcy. Drag it through court for years until the mandate expires. It's all smoke and mirrors. That's all
Biden is.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 7:24:21 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"As Forbes reported: "The increased Ones on employers could run as high as $70,000 for serious infractions, and $700,000 for willful
or repeated violations — almost three-quarters of a million dollars for each One. If enacted into law, vax enforcement could bankrupt
non-compliant companies even more quickly than the $14,000 OSHA One anticipated under Biden's announced mandate." Key word
is the One is "increased" for repeat violation, "each" One.... Let's go Brandon... just don't ever comply.... there are lots of jobs available
in small companies or self employ.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I now have heard of one person whose loved one died of "a suddenly occurring cancer" and just as of last night, **two** **college age**
students who died. I was not told what the cause of death was in the latter two cases, but it makes me wonder. Why should Anybody so
much as have to think this way?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 4:32:59 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're right.  Little by little we start seeing them fall.  It's the most sad time in our history, and we're approaching winter - here it
comes.  ADE when meeting coronavirus in the wild.  This is going to be a dandy mu season - get your mu shots!  Shots shots shots -
that the only way to do this.  Ugh.  Last night my son came home with a very painful "sinus infection" - my girlfriend says delta does
this - I didn't say it, had him mush his nose.  God only knows what' right around the corner now.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:07:12 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mark my words: Once the mu and covid shots are combined, it's going to be really di\cult to not notice the "Deaths by Lethal
Injection"! Once family and friends begin dying, shortly after being injected, it will be di\cult to deny the carnage - even for the lying
and deceiving media!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 10:01:22 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

willnevecomoly
Joined On 10/19/2021 3:58:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all must stop going to. Ompsnies and working for them that ask this. I could have my fkfresm job. Paying any amount. Would tell them
to shove it..  I have turned down 3 contracts this morning to alone and will never do business with them again. We can all make more
money and beneOt our community just shop from and work for people who respect your privacy. You will be much happier once you get out
of this mad corporate ran criminal bosses. This is an opportunity to take back out independence from the mad men running the show. Let’s
boycott them till all freed and power hungry Morton’s are old news. We can do it  united we will win  we do not need them trust me

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 4:10:57 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The State of Washington has just Ored Washington State University Head Football Coach Nick Rolovich for failing to meet the vaccine
requirement. Coach Nick Rolovich - I solute you.  You are a true hero - a  FREEDOM FIGHTER. (Being a two time WSU graduate -  I am just
furious over this injustice.  Going forward, any contributions will be going to the Coach Rolovich legal fund.)

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 2:54:26 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jamNjim
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